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Introduction

The Workshop on Atomic Physics with Fast Heavy-Ion Beams was held in

the Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory on January 20 and 21, 1983.

The meeting brought together ̂ 50 practitioners in the field of accelerator-

based atomic physics. The workshop was held to focus attention on possible

areas of atomic physics research which would benefit from use of the newest

generation of accelerators designed to produce intense high-quality beams of

fast heavy ions. The ATLAS project at Argonne represents one such machine and

thus the first session of the workshop was devoted to descriptions and a tour

of tbj ATLAS facilities.

The participants were asked to provide camera-ready text and diagrams

(or copies of transparencies). All but two of the speakers did so. Many of

these contributions were prepared in chc weeks immediately after the workshop.

We have also included some contributions from speakers who, due to lack of time,

did not present their papers at the workshop. There has been no attempt to

include any summaries of the considerable discussions which followed each of

the oral presentations.

In view of the importance of timely dissemination of the information

presented at the workshop, these proceedings have been produced with minimal

editing and little or no regard for graphic niceties. Text and diagrams are

as provided by the participants who agreed to have their material published

"as is" in the interest of prompt dissemination.

We wish to acknowledge the generous financial support of the University

of Chicago which made this workshop possible.

H. G. Berry H. Kudo
K.-T. Cheng A. Minchinton
D. S. Gemmell D. Schneider
E. P. Kanter P. Sommerville

March, 1983
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In memoriam: WERNER BRANDT

19 May 1925 - 1 January 1983

As we conclude this Workshop on Atomic Physics with Fast Heavy-Ion Beams,

we note the absence of one colleague who surely would have been here as an

agile participant in the discussions of the past two days if he had lived only

a month longer. Werner Brandt died on 1 January 1983 in Sweden, and our field

of accelerator-related atomic physics will never be quite same without hiin.

To Werner, physics was a pivot in our culture. He touched almost every

topic of ion-atom collision physics that was discussed at the Workshop, and

his stimulating contributions affected the work of most of us. His sharply

formulated views challenged us to think more clearly about collisions and to

design better experiments. With his penchant for the well-turned phrase (e.g.

the "coterie of electrons" in an atom), he permanently enriched our physics

vocabulary and drew our attention to some new ways of understanding atomic

processes. He held strong opinions and defended them persuasively with

conviction and elan.

I recall an earlier workshop on inner-shell ionization in 1970 in North

Carolina, when Werner made one of his elegant appearances. He had a passion

for "universality", and he delighted in showing how the rapidly accumulating

data on K-shell ionization cross sections for energetic collisions of protons

with target elements throughout the periodic table could be accounted for in

detail when they were plotted on a universal cross section curve, which

extends over many decades in magnitude and includes corrections for various

physical effects, such as the Coulomb deflection of the projectile motion, the

distortion of the electron states by the projectile, the relativistic

enhancement of the electron wave function near the nucleus, and so forth.

These calculations, identified by Werner Brandt and his students by a

hierarchy of acronyms (and culminating in the ECPSSR model of Brandt and

Lapicki) have served the experimentalists well in bringing a semblance of

order into a bewildering mass of data.

Werner advanced physics by collaborations with students and colleagues in

many places. His work with Ashley and Ritchie at Oak Ridge on the Z3

correction to the stopping power formula was seminal, and he would have

enjoyed the prominence which this problem has again achieved at this



Workshop. The early observations on the sensitivity of inner-shell ionlzation

to channeled particles catae from Brandt's laboratory. And, of course, we owe

to him the notion and the advocacy of a "wake" phenomenon in the trail of a

charged particle passing through a polarizable medium. A short paper with

Basbas on "Antiparticle excitation of atomic inner shells", published in the

Physical Review A on the day of Werner's death, testifies to his constant

alertness to new experimental opportunities and to his indomitable spirit

during his terminal illness.

The brief description of Werner Brandt's accomplishments in atomic

collision physics given here, In the context of the Argonne Workshop, must

seem ample for the life of a single gifted physicist. It is, therefore, quite

remarkable to realize that only a fraction of Brandt's research interests and

activities has been touched upon. He had a comparable concern for and

influence on at least one entirely different subfield of physics, the solid-

state aspects of positron annihilation. Furthermore, government support for

his research group at New York University originated mainly from the Biology

Program of the Department of Energy, suggesting another facet of the breadth

of his scientific involvement.

As a person with close ties to Scandinavia, Werner had a special feeling

for Niels Bohr's approach to physics that went beyond every physicist's

appreciation for Bohr. Iti thinking about the passage of charged particles

through mattter, he appeared almost to be able to put himself in Bohr's

place. He also shared with Bohr a sense of physics as but one part of our

culture and an eagerness to interact with other disciplines.

I last saw Werner in October 1981 at a symposium celebrating New York

University's Sesquicentennial, over which he presided with his usual grace and

style. Superbly educated, he was an active and articulate exponent of our

cultural heritage. At the same time, as a creative physicist pushing

constantly at the frontier and as an inspiring teacher, he contributed

importantly to a most pressing objective of our universities, to integrate

science as new knowledge into our general culture. We shall all remember our

friend and colleague Werner Brandt for his lively conversation, his high

standards, and his great courage.

Eugen Merzbacher



ACCELERATOR FACILITY

Research with heavy ions at Argonne is performed using beams from
the Argonne tandem-linac accelerator facility. The existing facility forms,
conceptually, the first two thirds of ATLAS (the Argonne Tandem-Linac
Accelerator System) which is presently under construction. An overview of the
accelerator system plan is shown in Figure 1. The major elements of the
system in use today are:

1) an inverted sputter source of the FSU Chapman type,

2) an upgraded FN tandem electrostatic accelerator capable of a maximum
terminal voltage of 9 MV,

3) A bunching system which produced beam pulses of 100 ps FWHM for
acceleration by the linac, a linear accelerator consisting of 22 (24
by the end of 1982) independently-phased, superconducting resonators,
and

4) a rebuncher/debuncher which allows the experimenter to manipulate the
longitudinal phase ellipse for optimum timing or energy resolution on
target.

The existing system is capable of providing heavy-ion beams from lithium to
selenium. The present upper limit of the mass spectrum is due in large part
to the limitations of the beam transport system. In particular, the tandem
90° analyzing magnet and the poor transmission through the tandem for more
massive ions set the present mass upper limit.
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A.) Negative Ion Source

The ion source used at Argonne is a modified verison of the FSU
inverted sputter source. The source is capable of producing excellent quality
beams of high intensity for a very wide range of isotopes. The beams produced
by this source possess good transverse and longitudinal emlttance. The
transverse emittance properties are necessary in order to obtain high
transmission efficiency through the system and to minimize any energy
resolution degradation due to transverse dependence of the accelerating
fields. The longitudinal emittance must be minimized in order to achieve good
bunching of the beam pulse. Beam pulses must be injected into the linac with
width of the order of 100 ps so that the acceleration process does not
increase the beam energy width significantly.

B.) FN Tandem Accelerator

The first stage of acceleration after the ion source is accomplished
with an upgraded FN tandem electrostatic accelerator. This accelerator has
undergone extensive improvements consisting of the installation of:

1) an NEC accelerator tube,
2) an NEC pelletron charging system, and
3) a corona-voltage-distribution systea that uses a SFg atmosphere

separate from the main tank atmosphere.
These improvements have resulted in a machine that operates in a highly-stable
mode at a terminal potential of up to 9 MV. The standard operating potential
when used with the linac has been 8.5 MV to date, with occassional excursions
to 8.8 MV. Anyone desiring to obtain beams which appear incompatible with
operation of the tandem at a terminal potential of 8.5 MV should discuss their
needs with Argonne personnel.

The tandem uses a single carbon foil stripper In the terminal of the
machine. Currently there is no provision for gas stripping. Typically
5 \igm/cttr foils are used for lighter ions and 2 ug/cm^ foils are used for the
heavier projectiles.

The beam is passed through a second stripper foil after acceleration
through the tandem in order to raise the optimum charge state prior to
injection into the iinac. The second stripper is presently located upstream
of the tandem 90° analyzing magnet* Foil thicknesses of 5 yg/cm^ and
10 ygm/cm are most often used at this location.

A major improvement to the tandem which is being actively pursued is
the procurement and installation of an electrostatic quadrupole triplet
focusing element for the terminal. This focusing element will improve the
transmission of heavy ions with masses A ̂  56, allowing improved beam
intensities.

C.) Bunching System

In order for the linac tc provide acceleration without introducing
significant energy spread to the bean, the injected beam must be bunched into
packets with a time width of approximately 100 ps as they enter the first
resonator. At Argonne, this is accomplished with a three-stage bunching
system.



The first stage is a room-temperature grldded harmonic buncher
located In the low-energy Injection beam line to the tandem. The fundamental
frequency of the buncher is 48 MHz. This buncher forms a time focus of
approximately 1 ns FWHM at the terminal where the first stripper foil is
located. Approximately 702 of the D.C. bean is found within ±1 ns of the
bunch centroid.

The second stage of the bunching system is a room-temperature
chopper which removed the 30% of the D.C. beam not properly bunched. This
chopping procedure is necessary in order to avoid producing components of the
beam which have significantly different energies than the main bunch.•

The last stage of bunching focuses the 1-ns wide beam bunch to
produce a time focus just upstream of the first resonator with a FWHM = 100
ps. This is accomplished with a single superconducting resonator operating in
a bunching mode (<[> = 90°) located some six meters upstream from the linac.

D.) Superconducting Linear Accelerator

The final stage of acceleration occurs in the superconducting linear
accelerator. The present linac consists of 22 independently-phased
superconducting resonators. That number will increase to 24 by the end of
1982. The first eleven of the 24 resonators are constructed so that particles
with velocities of 0.06c are synchronous with the accelerating field and the
remainder have a synchronous velocity of 0.105c. The resonators are tuned to
operate at a frequency of 97 MHz.

A cutaway view of one of these resonators is shown in Fig. 2. These
three-gap structures are known as "split-ring" resonators; so named because
the supporting arms for the drift tubes are formed, conceptually, by splitting
and then deforming a ring. The drift tubes and supporting arms are formed
from pure nioblumn. The outer housing and endplates are made from a composite
material of niobium explosively bonded to copper. The resonator is cooled to
4.5° K by liquid helium which flows in at the base and through both support
arms and drift tubes.

Superconducting solenoids are nsed as focusing elements with the
linac. These solenoids are capable of peak fields of approximately" 7 Tesla.
The present linac uses a total of 12 solenoids interspersed between the
resonators.

The resonators and solenoids of the linac are grouped into a total
of 4 cryostats. Figure 3 shows the internal arrangement of one of these
cryostats which is typical of the entire linac.

E.) Rebuncher/Debuncher

The tightly-bunched beam emerging from the linac will drift into a
bunch of 0.5 to 1.0 ns FWHM on target due to the energy spread in the beam, if
no additional operations are performed on the bunch. For these experiments
which must make use of the potentially good time structure of the beam, a
single superconducting resonator is located approximately 7 meters from the
end of the linac. This resonator is intended to rebunch the beam to produce a
time waist on target for best timing conditions. An alternative mode of
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Fig. 1. Side view of a standard cryostat with 6 resonators and 3 solenoids (section C or D). Teem
Is the manifold through which all instrumentation lines are fed. Item (b) is a solenoid
extending into the decoupling snout. The end plate (c) has a vacuum valve built into it.

(a)



operation Is to use the resonator to "debunch" the beam. ThiG mode roils the
phase ellipse so that it has a minimum projection on the energy axis,
producing a minimum in the energy spread of the beam.

The rebuncher is controlled from the linac control console. Setting
this resonator is currently by manual adjustment and iteration on the
resulting time width or energy width on target is measured by the
experimenter's detectors. Work is presently under way to make the rebuncher
adjustment more automatic.

BEAM PROPERTIES OF THE TANDEM-LINAC ACCELERATOR SYSTEM

A.) Available Beams

The tandenr-linac accelerator system presently offers an extensive
menu of possible beams in the mass range 6 to 84. Table I lists the beams
routinely available and indicates, for selected charge-state combinations, the
beam intensity and maximum energy which can be anticipated. It is suggested
that the values shown in Table I be used in making plans for experiments at
this facility. The beam currents quoted are electrical and correspond to ions
with individual charge of q2> If higher beam currents or energies appear to
be necessary in order to successfully accomplish an experimental goal, some
Increase may be possible in either maximum energy or beam intensity. Note
that the choice of charge-state combinations Is based on a consideration of
the maximum energy needed and the beam intensity requirements. Thus it is
possible to sacrifice some beam intensity in order to obtain higher energy by
choosing a charge-state combination on the high charge-state side of the
optimum equilibrium charge state. Alternatively, one can opt for the use of a
single stripper in order to obtain a significant Increase in beam current but
at a sacrifice in maximum energy. The charge states listed in Table I are
either the most probable charge state at each stripper foil or one charge
state higher.

Beams which are not run routinely but are available are shown in
Table HA. These beams may be requested for experimental purposes but may
entail some loss of experimental time over what can normally be expected due
to the difficulty in obtaining or lack of experience in using these beams.
Table IIB indicates beams which are under development but are not yet
available for the experimental program. If you have an interest in any of the
beams in Table II or in beam-parameter requirements other than indicated In
Table I, you should contact the outside user llason at Argonne to discuss your
needs.
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TABLE I. Beans routinely available from the Argonne tandem-llnac
system.

_ _ _ _

1ZC 5

12C 6
l60 6 8

6 8

2*Mg 7

8 13

9 14

8 13

9 14

8 13

8 13

9 14
37C1 9 14
37C1 9 15
40Ca 9
40Ca 9 15
58Ni 10 19
60Ni 10 19
64Ni 10 19

Maximum Beam
Current (na)

500

250

800

250

50

350

150

400

200

50

350

150

150

100

10

5

200

75

75

Maximum
energy (MeV)

120

135

170

170

175

265

280

270

290

275

270

295

295

310

225

315

395

395

395
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TABLE II.

A. Beams which have been accelerated but are not considered routine.

6L1**

7L.**

ioB**

uB**
13C**

14N

17Q**

3OS1**

59Co
63Cu

"cu

3

3

4

4

5

5

5

7

10

11

10

__

—

12

19
—

19

Maximum Beam

Current (na)

240

40

150

150

300

75

130

150

100

40

30

Maximum

Energy (MeV)

70

73

95

100

120

120

125

250

395

260

395

B. Beams under development and not yet available for experiments.

82Se 11 20 20

48Ti 9 __ 20 220

56Fe 10 19 4 395

**Isotopically enriched source material used for these beams.
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B.) Isotoplcally-enrlched Source Material

It Is possible to increase the ion beam intensity of low-abundance

isotopes by using isotopically-enriched ion source material (for

example, l®0, ̂ S , ^ N i ) . The responsibility for procurement and the cost of

such material must be borne by the user. Any user who desires to use

isotopically-enriched source material should contact the Argonne outside user

liason.

C.) Beam Micro Structure

The bunching system operates at 48.5 MHz, producing a beam time

structure with a 20.6 ns period. The time width on target will be

approximately 0.5-1.0 ns FVHM. The bunch time width on target can be

significantly improved by using the rebuncher to form a time waist on

target. Typical time resolution of 200 ps FWHM can be obtained with the

rebuncher in use. Table III indicates the best time resolution which has been

obtained on target during tests for some ion species.

The energy resolution on target from the linac is typically a few

hundred keV, depending on ion species. Energy resolution aad time resolution

are coupled by Liouville theorem demanding phase space volume conservation.

So it is not possible to demand the best time resolution and simultaneously

the best energy resolution.

For experiments which demand good energy resolution, it is possible

to use the rebuncher in a debunching mode which minimizes the energy spread

from the linac. This mode has not been heavily used at the linac to date. In

one test conducted so far, a total energy resolution of 150 keV was observed

with elastic scattering of 107 MeV 12C 5+ from a thin gold target. This data

was obtained with the split-pole spectrograph and was in fact limited by the

detector resolution.
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ACCELERATOR OPERATION

The initial setup of the accelerator system is performed by the

accelerator staff personnel. Once the beam has been tuned into the

experimental station, the user is responsible for a number of facets of the

accelerator operation. These include energy changes on the linac, adjustment

of solenoids in the linac and focusing elements in the beam transport system,

and setting the rebuncher/debuncher for optimum timing or energy resolution.

The linac is controlled through a PDP 11/34 minicomputer. Many of

the control procedures for the linac are fully automated, requiring only a

request from the operator or experimenter. For example, in order to change

the linac energy the only requirement is that the operator enter the desired

beam energy. The computer calculates the necessary resonator settings and

implements those calcultions. The control of the linac is described in the

operations manual for the system.

There is always at least one member of the operation staff present

at all times. This person has the prime responsibility for the operation of

the tandem accelerator. This person will also be able to provide assistance

with any problems which might develop with the linac during periods when the

linac staff is not present. In addition, one member of the linac staff is on

call at all times to respond to any emergencies.



TABLE III. Result8 of time resolution tests with the superconducting-linac system.

Ion

12C5+

1606+,8+

28Si8+,13+

34S8+,13+

Tandem

energy

(MeV)

510

56.0

76.5

76.5

Unac

energy

(MeV)

110.3

108.7

229.0

163.0

Pre-tandem

buncher

timing

(ns)

.62

1.0

1.1

1.3

Measured

timing resolution

on target

(psec)

119

105

118

210

Seam

timing resolution

(corrected)

(psec)

108

93

117

194
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Workshop on "Atomic Physics with Fast Heavy Ion Beams"

January 20-21, 1983, Argonne National Laboratory

W. E. Meyerhof, Department of Physics, Stanford University

Collisions of Fast Heavy Ions - An Overview

I. Introduction

At Stanford, we have studied inner-shell processes, particularly

K-shell ionization and subsequent radiative decay, in targets ranging

from Z - 'i to 92 and projectiles from Z = 1 to 92 with energies from

0.5 to 5000 MeV/a.m.u.

In this entire span of projectile energies and masses, one can treat

the projectile motion as classical, but the electronic motion as quantum

mechanical, i.e., one can apply a semiclassical approximation (SCA).

The one exception is the study of atomic collision effects occuring

during nuclear reactions. Here, the projectile motion must be treated

with quantum mechanics, or else all nuclear physicists would ask for

their money back.

The appropriate electronic model to be used is nicely summarized by

the famous Madison-Merzbacher figure (Fig. 1). In practice, this means

below ~ 10 MeV/a.m.u. for quite asymmetric collision systems, a single-

center electron wave function forms an appropriate basis ("atomic model"),

whereas for the symmetric and near symmetric sys". .2ms a two-center

electron wavefunction provides a more useful basis ("molecular model").

Research sponsored in part by NSF (Grant PHY 80-15348)
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Above ~ 100 MeV/a.m.u., recent cross section measurements we have made in

collaboration with J. 0. Rasmussen's group at LBL, using Xe projectiles,

indicate that there are no molecular effects apparent anymore even in

2
symmetric collisions. The overall trend of the results can be explained

with the relativistic PWBA. This is illustrated by Fig. 2, 190-MeV/a.m.u.

Xe Ka production cross sections are plotted against Z . The cross

2
sections vary approximately as Z . There are no molecular binding

energy and vacancy sharing effects, which would appear as a flattening

out and humping near Z = Z , respectively, still quite apparent at

4
3.5 MeV/a.m.u. and even more strongly at 0.37 MeV/a.m.u.

II. Ionization Probabilities

The best way to distinguish various electronic models is through

the impact parameter dependence of the ionisation probability P. For

the K shell, the SCA atomic model predicts that at small impact parameters

or large scattering angles 9 the ionization probability should vary as

P(0) = P(90°)(l + B cos 9) , (1)

where B is indicative of the dipole contribution to the electronic

transition probability to the continuum. One illustration of this

dependence for proton projectiles is shown in Fig. 3. The B term is

sensitive to the contribution of target recoil to ionization and our

results show that it plays a definite role in the ionization process.

For collisions close to symmetry and at intermediate Z values, the

K-ionization probability dependence on impact parameter has the dis-

tinctive features of a double-humped camel: and at low b values there

is a kinematic peak due to the perfect overlap between the 2po and 2pir
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molecular orbitals (MO) at a 90° projectile scattering angle. At larger

b values, there is another peak due to the dynamic coupling between the

q
2p/T and 2pa MO's. Figure 4 shows an example of P(b) in this regime.

There still are open questions, but also some possible solutions, regard-

10
ing the detailed shapes of the P(b) curves when solid targets are used.

For relativistic Z values, the molecular model predicts an approxi-

mately exponential fall off of P(b) with b, both for lsa MO ionization

12

and for 2pO ionization, except at the smallest b values where the theo-

retical curves flatten out. The fall-off parameter is related to the

MO binding energy. Figures 5 and 6 show examples for each case. '

III. Nuclear Effects on Inner-Shell Ionization

If inner-shell ionization is accompanied by a nuclear reaction, the

collision is effectively restricted to b = 0, which simplifies matters.

On the other hand, the phase difference between the incoming and outgoing

ionization amplitudes is affected by the time structure of the nuclear

5 14
interaction, which complicates matters in an interesting way. ' In

this brief overview, there is no time to go into the theory of the effects,

except to note that, here, the projectile motion must be treated quantum

mechanically. The theory then provides a combined ionization-

scattering anplitude, essentially consisting of two terms, one for the

incoming and one for the outgoing part of the collision. In the case of

a nuclear resonance reaction, the interference between these two terms

produces a glitch in ?(b", s the resonance is traversed. The upper part

of Fig. 7 shows such a glitch, obtained in approximately 3 weeks of

continuous running time on a Van de Graaff accelerator. The presence
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of the glitch establishes that the predicted nuclear time delay effect

on K-shell ionization exists.

The same basic physical idea can be applied to deep inelastic nuclear

••eactions. Here, the two nuclei are thought to form effectively a nuclear

molecule for part of a rotational turn. During the sticking, an exchange

of nucleons and an accompanying internal nuclear excitation takes place,

both increasing in magnitude with the length of the sticking time T.

Experimentally, the effect of T on the K-ionization probability P, i.e.,

P(r), can i>e determined by measuring P(-Q), where -Q is the nuclear

excitation energy. (The value of Q can be obtained from the kinetic

energy of the reaction products). Figure 8 shows a preliminary analysis

of P(-Q) for the reaction 7.4-MeV/a.m.u. U + U. Tne curve is based on

-21

a model assuming a range of T around 1 x 10 sec and uses P(T) cal-

culated with relativistic two-center wave functions. ' If sustained
by further analysis, this result would constitute a direct determination

—21
of a nuclear reaction time as short as 10 sec.

IV. Other Radiative Processes

Lastly, I want to mention that there are all kinds of interesting

radiative processes which can occur in energetic heavy-ion collisions

20
besides characteristic x-ray emission. Mucn interesting insight has

21
been gained from a study of molecular orbital x-rays. There still are

important unresolved problems in radiative processes, such as in

22
radiative ionization. Recently, we have measured the cross section and

angular distribution for radiative electron capture (REC) into 190-MeV/

23
a.m.u. Xe projectiles bombarding various targets. In REC, in the

projectile frame, the kinetic energy of the incoming (target electron)
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adds to the K binding energy and produces a photon whose energy is far

removed from the characteristic projectile x-ray lines, if the pro-

jectile moves with relativistic speeds (Fig. 9). We have measured the

angular distribution of the REC radiation. Contrary to first expec-

tations, the angular distribution is not forward shifted, because the

Doppler transformation is raarly cancelled by a retardation effect in

24
the cjp'"i"-e process, as pointed out by Spindler et al (Fig. 10).

V. Conclusion

In this all too brief overview, in which justice could not be done

to the many groups who have contributed to an understanding of fast

heavy-ion atomic collisions, I hope to have shown you that the field is

a diverse and exciting part of atomic physics.
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Fig. 1. Regions of validity for various approximation schemes as a
function of Z /Z and collision velocity v (in units of the K-shell
electron velocity v»). Shaded regions are shown for plane-wave Born
approximation (PWBA), semiclassical approximation (SCA), and the quasi-
molecular electron-promotion model (MO). (Z = Z , Z
Ref. 1). i P 2
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0 37-MeV/a.m.u. I. Dashed line shows z\ dependence. (From Refs. 2 and 4).
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Fig. 3. Relative K-shell ionization probabilities for 1.0-MeV p + Mo
collisions as a function of the cosine of the scattering angle. Results
for two different background subtractions are shown. A drop in PK at the
smallest scattering angle is expected. (From Ref. 6).
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Fig 4. Summed K-vacancy production probabilities in 0.5-MeV/a.m.u.
I + Ac collisions as a function of impact parameter. Open symbols from
Anholt et al, closed symbols from Morenzoni et al (Ref. 9). Theoretical
curves form D. H. Jakubassa et al (Ref. 10): curve 1 - direct ionizatxon
from 2piT and 2pO M0, curves 2 and 3 - different model calculations for
contribution from dynamic 2pit-2Po coupling, curve 4 - sum of 1 and 3.
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Fig. 5. K-vacancy production probabilities in 4.6- to 8.5-MeV/a.m.u.
Xe + Pb collisions. Two different theoretical predictions are shown.
(From Ref. 11).
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Fig. 6. K-vacancy production probability in 7.3-MeV/a.m.u. U + U
collisions as a function of impact parameter. Straight line - least
squares fit to form exp(-b/a). (From Ref. 13). A - calculated value
from Ref. 12, without screening. With screening, PK increases by
approximately 20%.
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5.2

Fig. 7. (a) K-vacancy production probability in p + Sr collisions near
the nuclear resonance at 5.06 MeV as a function of proton energy,
(b) Elastic scattering cross section at 90°. (From Ref. 15).
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Fig. 8. K-vacancy production probability of reaction products la the
deep inelastic reaction 7.4-MeV/a.m.u. U + U as a function of the total
kinetic energy loss (-Q). A fit with the predicted sticking time (T)
dependence is shown. (From Refs. 12 and 19). The relation between T
and -Q from Ref. 18 was used; the values of T are shown on the abscissa.
(From Ref. 17).
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Fig. 9. Pulse-height spectrum in x-ray detector from 190-MeV/a.m.u.
Xe + Be col l is ions. The characteristic Xe K and REC K and L lines can
be seen. (From Ref. 23).
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collisions as a function of scattering angle in the lab. frame. The units
are 4ir times the differential cross section in b/sr. Dashed line -
without retardation. Solid line - with retardation, as predicted by Ref.
24. (From Ref. 23).
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The physics of inelastic ion-atom collisions studied with high

resolution x-ray spectroscopy can be divided into two general categories. The

first is pure spectroscopy, and the second is single collision cross sections

to well defined final states.

The first category of pure spectroscopy using heavy ion collisions

is of great interest because of the unique ions that can be produced. One way

in which the unique ions can be produced is directly in the high velocity

projectile beam following collisions in thin foils or gases. The second way

they can be produced is in the recoiling target ions. In both cases the more

interesting species are usually the few electron states of high Z ions. The

projectile ions generally can be stripped, via multiple collisions in the

foil or gas, of all electrons whose velocity is less than or equal to the

relative collision velocity. High ionization states of either gas or solid

targets can be viewed with a high resolution x-ray spectrometer. In the case

of a gaseous target the low energy recoiling ions can be directly extracted

and used for secondary collisions. This latter area is generally referred

to as recoil ion physics and will be discussed in some detail by C. L. Cocke

in a later paper at this meeting.

Some of the high resolution measurements which would be of interest

to study with the Argonne LINAC and the Holifield Heavy Ion Research Facility

and which are also either being studied or planned at present are:

1) Is Lamb shift in one-electron heavy ions

2) 2s-2p Lamb shift in very heavy one-electron ions

3) Effects of the Breit interaction, etc., in two and three

electron heavy ions.

4) Identification of multiple excited states in few electron

ipns (doubly and triply excited).
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In the area of single collision cross sections the Argonne

LINAC and Holifield will provide a continuous energy range of good quality

beams to study capture, ionization, excitation, REC, and final atomic state

distributions
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In order to do high resolution x-ray spectroscopy on a machine

which has a high demand for use, several considerations are necessary. In

addition to beam time requirements, one must also consider background

radiation encountered in high energy beam experiments. Listed on the next

page are a few important needs of spectroscopists in order to take full

advantage of the unique x rays that can be produced in high-energy, heavy-

ion collisions.
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I will discuss one topic from the pure spectroscopy point of view

that we are presently stud )ing. This topic is the Is Lamb shift in hydrogen-

like heavy ions. As a test case, we are studying Cl 2p -*• Is x rays produced

in high velocity collisions with a C foil. This experiment requires a high

resolution measurment of the x-ray transition energy which is then compared

with the calculated Dirac energy for the same transition. The Is Lamb shift

is defined as the shift of the IS.. ._ level due to all QED effects which are

not included in the Dirac equation minus the shift of the 2P ..(or 2P_._)

level due to all QED effects* The next figure shows the relation between

$ and the measured 2p -*• Is transition energy. The 2P.. ,„ shift is very much

smaller than the IS. ,_ shift and therefore the Lamb shift is primarily due

to the IS. ,„ shift.
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In order to make a meaningful measurement of the Is Lamb shift

it is paramount that one has good energy resolution and energy precision.

The Is Lamb shift in eV vs. Z is given in the next figure. The last column

gives the % of the total transition energy due to the Is Lamb shift. For

Z = 17, that % is 0.034. To make a 5% Lamb shift measurement, one must

measure an absolute energy of .05 eV for a percent error of <*» 0.0017%.
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The yield of Lyman x rays is an important consideration in

performing these experiments. A spectrum obtained with 105 -MeV Cl on C

taken at Brookhaven National Lab a few years ago, demonstrates the relative

population of Lyman-a (Ha), Lyman-B (H0) and Lyman-y (Hy) one can expect.

This spectrum, taken with an ARL 4" curved crystal spectrometer, does not

have particularly high resolution but does demonstrate the relative yields

of one, two and three electron ions. The lower peaks are due to He-like

and Li-like 2p to Is transitions.
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In collaboration with Dick Deslattes at N3S, we have reme^sured

the Cl spectra with much higher energy resolution using a lm Si curved

crystal spectrometer equipped with a position sensitive backgammon detector.

The next 7 spectra show the Lyman-a doublet measured at beam energies of

2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5S and 5 MeV/amu. The energy calibration is being

based on the Ar Ka „ and Ka_ . x rays which are excited by means of 6 eV

electrons on Ar gas. The final Lamb shift numbers from this experiment

«

are not yet available. The Doppler shift due to the x-ray emission from

the beam particles introduces one of the largest errors in the present

experiment.
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It is also possible to use the recoiling ions to observe the

one-electron 2p -> Is transitions. These data are nearly free of Doppler

shift effects. The next figure from the work of H. Beyer and R. Mann

at GSI shows the Ar K x-ray spectra from 5.9 MeV/amu U + Ar collisions.

These workers are collaborating with D. Deslattes, using the same spectro-

meter we used in the Cl experiment, in an experiment to determine the Is

Lamb shift in Ar.
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A third source of one-electron K x rays is tokatnacs. The next

figure from E. Kallne and J. KMllne shows the H-like 2p-ls transition in

S obtained from the MIT Alcator cyclotron. We are presently collaborating

with the MIT group on an experiment to measure the Cl Is Lamb shift using

their system.
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There has been one other attempt by Briand et al. at Berkeley

to measure the Is Lamb shift in Fe using the HILAC. The next figure

shows their beautiful spectrum. Even with the higher energy resolution

they had some difficulty in determining accurate values for the Lamb shift.
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In the second area of single collision cross sections, I would like

to discuss the process of transfer excitation to doubly excited states.

In the next two figures are shown schematically the processes of

1) R. C. (radiative capture) = electron plus bare nucleus (only

possible process). Electron gets captured and radiates a

photon in the process.

2) REC (radiative electron capture) = bare ion collides with a

neutral target atom. One of the outer electrons is captured

by the bare nucleus and radiates a photon in the process.

This is analogous to R.C. except the photon spectrum has

the Compton profile of the initial target state superimposed

on it.

3) D.R. (dielectronic recombination) = electron gets captured by

an atom or ion and excites one of the other electrons in

f.he process. This is the inverse Auger effect. No photon

is emitted in the process, however, a deexcitation or relaxa-

tion photon is emitted from the intermediate state.

4) RTE (resonance transfer excitation) = ion collides with a neutral

target atom. One of the outer electrons is captured by the

incident ion and further excites another electron of the

projectile in the process. This is analogous to an REC

process compared to R.C. In RTE there is an observed relaxa-

tion photon similar to D.R. This process will be discussed

further by Tanis in a later talk today,
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We have looked for the relaxation x rays of RTE by high resolu-

8+
tion x-ray spectroscopy. One-electron F ions bombarded on He, Ne and Ar

were studied. The next two figures show the observed K x-ray spectra for
r

8+
F + Ne. The small peak at ^815 eV is the peak due to the doubly excited

2
2s2p and (2p) configurations which can be formed by RTE.

In addition these states can also be formed by a non-resonance

process (NTE) which is electron capture plus Coulomb excitation. The next

three figures show, the experimental data compared with calculated cross

sections for both RTE and NTE. As can be seen for the cases, it appears

that NTE dominates the observed cross sections.
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An improved version of this experiment is one in which the

x rays are measured with higher energy resolution so that the various He-

like satellites are resolved. Such a high resolution spectrum for F

produced by a laser-induced plasma by Feldman ('74) is given in the next

slide. The energies and the designated transitions are given. Also given

for comparison are the calculated energies from Bhalla, Doyle, Drake, Kim

and Lin. The energies of Kim agree very well with the measured energies.
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The next figure shows the predicted energy dependences of the

cross sections for RTE and NTE for two of the resolved lines. The D line

3
shows a large RTE enhancement whereas the P state is not formed by RTE

due to the selection rules on spin and parity. The ratio of the D to

P lines should show a large enhancement due to the RTE process. Plans

to perform this improved experiment are presently being made.

This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy,

Division of Chemical Sciences.
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ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY WITH HIGHLY-STRIPPED HEAVY IONS

A. E. Livingston

Department of Phys ics , Univers i ty of Notre Dame

Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

Introduction

The e x c i t e d - s t a t e s tructures of highly-str ipped heavy ions are

important testing grounds for the effects of relativistic contribu-

tions in atomic structure calculations of high-Z systems. Spectro-

scopic studies of both few-electron and many-electron highly-ionized

atoms have recently enhanced our experimental knowledge of such

effects as fine structure, Lamb shifts, polarizabilities, and inter-

combination decay rates. Several examples of these studies are pre-

sented from areas of current experimental interest involving the

atomic spectroscopy of fast heavy ions. The need for extending these

measurements to higher-Z ions using the new generation of heavy-ion

accelerators i s discussed. Further details on these experiments and

related work may be found in the latest International Fast-Ion

1 2
Conference Proceedings and in a recent review paper .

Two-electron ions

The Is2s 3s1-ls2p 3p2 o transitions in heliua-like ions are sen-

sitive to higher-order relativistic and QED (Lamb shift) contribu-

tions, especially at high Z. Only in the past few years have fast-ion

spectroscopic measurements become available for Z > 10 with sufficient

precision to test these uncalculated terms. Measurements for Z-14-17

3 *• 5
at Argonne and Notre Dame and 2*14 at Oxford have established a

73
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convincing systematic trend for these transition energies at moderate-

ly high Z (see Fig. 1). In particular, the discrepancy from theory

displayed in Figure 1 for the ^Sj-3p2 transition possesses a ~ 7?

dependence, which i s the expected Z-scaling of the 2-electron QED

effects not included in that plot. Recent estimates » > of these

2-electron QED effects are substantially in agreement in approximately

accounting for this discrepancy. Further support for this trend i s

provided by the preliminary value for a new measurement for 2-20 from

Notre Dame** (see Figure. 2). At higher Z, the value reported from
g

Lyon for Z*26, and preliminary values for Z=24 and 29 by the same

group show considerable scatter. Further measurements are clearly

required for Z > 20 in order to establish the contributions of higher

order relativistic and QED terms in this high-Z regime. This will

require ion energies of > 5 MeV/amu. New observations for Z-22 have

just been made on the Argonne Tandem-Linac, providing the first obser-

vation of the 3S1-3P2 transition for that ion (see Fig. 3). Further

measurements for this ion and higher-Z systems will be possible with

development of ATLAS.

In addition to the fine structures of helium-like n«2 states,

there i s interest in their decay characteristics as measurable by the

fast-ion decay in flight method. In particular, the Is2p 3po state i s

predicted to be quenched to the ls^ *SO ground state as a result of

hyperfine-lnduced spin-orbit interaction for odd-Z ions . The

resultant decrease in lifetime amounts to £507. for Z < 20, and has

*f 1 2

been confirmed recently for Z»>13 and Z-13 (see Fig. 4 ) . Itowever,

the quenching effects are expected to be much stronger for Z > 20,

where no l i fet ime measurements have been reported for odd-Z ions .
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transition energy in heliun-like ions.
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Lifetime of 2 R, state in helium-like ions
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Cu-like Ions

Among heavy atomic systems, the Cul isoelectronic sequence has

attracted interest as a result of the observation of strong emission

lines froii the copperlike spectra of impurity ions in tokamak plasmas.

Theoretically, this single-valence-electron system is appealing for

detailed testing of calculations, such as with the relativistic

13 I1*

Hartree-Fock method . Recent fast-ion measurements and laser-

produced plasma studies have provided the first detailed spectrosco-

pic knowledge of highly-ionized copperlike ions . Among these

results are observations of hydrogenic transitions between low-lying

Rydberg states (n<10). Deviations of the Rydberg state energies from

hydrogen-like energies may be parametrized in terms of polarization

corrections involving dipole and quadrupole polarizabilities of the

atomic core . Figure 5 compares such spectroscopic dipole polar-

izabilities for the Ni-like cores of several Cu-like ions with recent

relativistic random-phase approximation calculations of these
1 ft

polarizabilities . The rough agreement is encouraging considering

the limited amount of spectroscopic data and the complexity of these

atomic systems. There is a clear need for improved measurements for

this sequence, as well as for lighter sequences to compare with this

extensive set of ab initio calculations and ascertain the reliability

of the polarizability parametrization procedure.

Be-like ions

Similar studies to those above for the Cul sequence may be per-

formed for two-valence-electron systems. However, the open-shell

atomic cores for such systems are more highly polarizable than the
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closed-shell cores above. This results in partially resolved 1-

structures for the hydrogenic transitions of even the simplest such

ions - Be-like ions. In Figure 6 the Is22s (n-6) - Is22s(n«7) tran-

sition iu four-electron SiXI is shown from recent unpublished Notre

Dame spectra. Detailed identifications of the resolved components

have yet to be completed. In addition to polarization contributions,

19 2 0

the effects of core penetration , dynamical correlation , and con-

figuration interaction may be important in these Rydberg state struc-

tures. These first high-Z measurements for such transitions suggest

the need for further studies of other n-states and higher-Z four-

electron ions.

Turning to lower-lying states in Be-like ions, a recent fast-ion

study of Is22s3p P̂ lifetimes in NeVII has produced a measurement of

the transition probability for the Is2 l s o - 2s3p ^Pj intercombinatlon
2 1

line . This transition is allowed primarily as a result of spin-

orbit mixing of the 3p^ and 1Pj- states of 2s3p. Differential lifetime

measurements for the J»2,l,0 fine structure levels of 2s3p 3p allow

the extraction of the spin-orbit quenched component from the J«l life-

time. The effect is nearly 50% in NeVII, as shown in the decay data

in Figure 7. Accurate theoretical values for this transition probabi-

lity are not available for NeVII or heavier ions, and no measurements

have been performed at higher Z.

Conclusions

Spectroscopic studies of highly-stripped heavy ions contribute to

improving our understanding of relativistic and quantm electrodyna-

mic effects in heavy atomic systems. Measurements it* fes-electron
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ions test precise ab initio calculations and, for exanple, have pro-

vided the first tests of multi-electron contributions to QED theory.

Measurements in many-electron systems test the accuracy of relativistic

calculational models and techniques. In both cases, the precision of

recent fast-ion spectroscopic measurements has provided challenges to

atomic structure theorists and has strongly motivated the extension

of these experiments to more highly ionized systems. The successful

performance of many of these studies will rely on the use of the new

generation of high-energy heavy-ion accelerators.
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Electron Spectroscopy with Fast Heavy Ions

D. Schneider

Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, 1L 60439

Introduction

Since about 1970 the spectroscopy of Auger-electrons and characteristic

x-rays following energetic ion-atom collisions has received a great deal of

attention. An increasing number of accelerators, capable of providing a

large number of projectile ion species over a wide range of projectile

energies, became available for studying ion-atom collision phenomena. Many

charged particles from protons up to heavy ions like uranium^ can be

accelerated to energies ranging over six orders of magnitude as indicated in

Fig. 1 This allows us to study systematically a great variety of effects

accompanied by dynamic excitation processes of the atomic shells in either the

projectile- or target-atoms. The studies yield fundamental information

regarding the excitation mechanism (e.g., Coulomb and quasi-molecular

excitation) and allow sensitive tests of atomic structure theories. This

information in turn is valuable to other fields in physics like plasma-,

astro-, or solid-state (surface) physics. It in a characteristic feature of

fast heavy-ion accelerators that they can produce highly stripped ion species

which have in turn the capability to highly ionize neutral target atoas or

87
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molecules In a single collision.*'5 The ionization process, mainly due to the

strong electrical fields that are involved, allows us to study few-electron

atoms with high atomic numbers Z. High resolution spectroscopy performed with

these atoms allows a particulary good test of relativistic and QED effects.

The probability of producing these few electron systems is determined by the

charge state and the velocity of the projectile ions. In this contribution

the possibilities of using electron spectroscopy as a tool to investigate fast

ion-atom collisions is discussed and demonstrated with a few examples.

Experimental

Figs. 2 and 3 show two typical experimental arrangements for electron

spectroscopy. More detailed descriptions are given in Befs. 6 and 7 for ion-

beam induced electron spectroscopy. A mass analyzed, energy defined and

controlled ion-beam is passed through a beam skimming and defining

collimatation system and directed onto a target which is usually located in

the center of a magnetically shielded chamber. The beam that emerges from the

target is then collected in an appropriate Faraday cup. Secondary electrons

which are emitted from the scattering volume are analyzed with respect to

their energy and the emission angle. Typical electrostatic electron analyzers

which are effectively used in ion-atom collision work are parallel plate (45°)

analyzers, spherical plate analyzers and cylindrical analyzers, which are

commercially available. These analyzers function in the energy range from

about a few eV up to ~20 keV or higher. They often have variable energy

resolutions with a limit for high resolution of a few tenths of a percent,

while the solid angles are typically around 10 sr. As an example some more

detailed data are given for a 45° parallel plate analyzer in Fig. 4.8

Electrons emitted from the electron source enter an aperture system which
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defines the observed source volume. The electrons may be decelerated to an

adjustable energy between two parallel grids of very high transparency.

Through an entrance slit the electrons enter at 45° to a homogeneous electric

field produced by two parallel metal plates. There, the electrons travel

along parabolic trajectories to the exit slit, from which they are

postaccelerated and then detected by an electron multiplier. Without

deceleration the energy resolution is given by the slit width, and may be

varied from 0.5% to about 10%. This in turn gives a variation of the solid

angle of some orders of magnitude. The deceleration mode produces a

significant improvement in the energy resolution. For a deceleration factor

of 100 the loss in transmission is negligible. With an intrinsic resolution

e.g. of 2.6% FWHM (1 mm slit width) and a deceleration by a factor of 100, Ar-

L Auger-electrons of 200 eV energy have been analyzed with a resolution of

about 0.03% FWHM. This allows us to determine, in some cases, natural line

widths.

Table I

Typical characteristics for 1 mm slit width and 200 eV electron energy:

characteristics
without
deceleration

with
deceleration factor of 100

operation voltage

spectrometer constant

energy resolution

transmission

Solid angle

1-10000 eV

0.6

2.62 FWHM

77%

0.6 10"3sr

1-5000 eV

0.3% FWHM

-10%

0.6 10"3sr
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A fypical data acquisition system, which can be controlled by a PDP-11

g

computer has been described in detail elsewhere. Data are accumulated in a

single channel of computer memory until a preset ion charge has been collected

in a Faraday cup. An output signal from the computer to controlled power

supplies causes the spectrometer voltage to be incremented by a fixed amount

whereupon data are accumulated in the next channel of computer memory. The

spectrometer voltage is typically swept over 250 channels of computer memory

corresponding to a preset electron-energy range. In this fashion, a

histrogram of counts versus laboratory electron energy is created.

Figure 5 shows a spectrum indicating the structures which are typical for

energetic heavy ion impact.-*'10 The maxima labeled "Soft Collisions" and

"Electron Loss" are produced by electrons from the target atom and the

projectile, respectively. Target electrons which are produced in binary

collisions at maximum momentum transfer cause another broad angular dependent

structure which appears at about 9 keV electron energy for that system. The

Auger peaks result from K-shell excitation of the projectile and the target

atoms. Due to kinematic (Doppler) effects the projectile Auger peak appears

twice in the spectrum at that particular observation angle. It should be

noted as an example that the superimposed structures complicate individual

studies of the electron loss peak (ELP). The "Binary Collision" electrons

cause problems due to their anisotroplc angular distribution since the "Binary

Collision Peak" shifts toward lower electron energies with increasing

observation angle and may be shifted through the ELP making the separation of

the ELP impossible for some angles.
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Multiple ionization of target atoms:

If only the inner-shell of a neutral target atoms is excited the decay

via Auger-electron or characteristic x-ray emission produces the so-called

diagram (normal) lines in the corresponding emission spectrum. If in addition

to the inner-shell excitation outer-shell electrons are excited (multiple

ionization), satellite lines appear in the spectrum. The intensity and

number of these lines depends on the number of additionally re-:, -d outer-

shell electrons. Fip. 6 shows a comparision of extensively ssu ;.d Ne K-Auger

electron spectra as they are produced with various projectile ions.1/- The

spectrum produced with 4.2 MeV H + ions consists mainly of diagram lines; the

line at 804 eV is referred to as K-L23 L23 ( D2), meaning one initial X shell

vacancy decay via the emission of an L23 electron (notation see Ref. 13). In

this spectrum almost no satellite line intensities are observed. It should

be noted that an identical spectrum has been observed from fast electron

impact; additional L-shell excitation occurs for light fast ions via a shake-

off process. As the fast projectile mass increases the production of

satellite lines is enhanced as can be seen for the case of 290 MeV Ne^ + on Ne

and additional excitation processes (ionization, capture) play a role. The

spectrum produced by 85 MeV Ne5 (similar to earlier reported spectra from 30

MeV 0 + 5 [Fig.6])1;>>16 shows that only a few percent of the intensity is left

in the K 1,231^23(02) line compared with the total intensity. The major

intensity is shifted towards lower electron energies indicating a large number

of satellite lines. Due to line blending only limited spectroscopic

assignments are possible in this case. The bulk of the intensity in the

spectrum produced with 45 MeV Cl*2+ (Fig. 6) ions appears at even lower

electron energies indicating an even higher degree of multiple ionization.

The mean energy of the spectrum which is associated with a certain initial
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state decreases as the number of outer-shell vacancies increases. In the case

of 200 MeV Xe^ 1 + incident on Me (Fig. 6) the spectrum becomes less complex.

Most of the L-shell electrons in Ne are removed and only a limited number of

Auger transitions is possible and line assignments become possible (first two

lines are attributed to Is2s2 2S and Is2s2p 4P° states). From the comparison

one learns that apparently a highly charged, high-Z medium fast ion most

effectively removes the target electrons in a single collision. Highly

charged high 7. and fairly slow ions are therefore most suitable for

producing few electron target atoms for spectroscopic purposes. However, in

order to be able to resolve the structures in an Auger electron spectrum the

momentum transfer to the recoiling target atoms has to be small (line

broadening effects). This in turn means that the projectile ions have to be

sufficiently fast (increasing velocity means less momentum transfer at fixed

impact parameters) to keep the recoil energy as small as possible. Therefore,

high-Z projectile ions whith high charge states at energies of a few MeV are

favored for this type of spectroscopy.. Accelerator facilities which have the

capability to first accelerate projectile ions fast enough so that they can be

highly stripped and then decelerate there ("accel-decel-mode") are very

useful in that respect and so are accelerators which are capable of producing

very high Z atoms.

From the comparisons of the centroid energies of the Auger spectra and

the corresponding degree of multiple ionization, a functional dependence

between the centroid energy and the mean number of additional ionized L-shell

electrons can be expected. This has actually been verified for the case of

Ne for a large, number of measured Auger electron spectra indicating the

possible usefullness of average numbers for interpretation of the

spectra.11'21
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Schmiedekamp et al. deduced a one-electron probability PL for L-shell

ionization at near zero impact parameter on the basis of the binary encounter

approximation. The probability can experimentally be determined by assuming a

binomial distribution formula

4n {~n) L

where the qn are obtained from the relative line intensities in the Auger

spectra or from high resolution x-ray spectra. Schmiedekamp et al. gave the

expression

P = _ A £ £ | G (vr
1/2)

on the basis of the binary encounter approximation (BEA). Zeff is the

effective projectile charge, II is the L-shell binding energy, RL is the L-

shell radius, and V is the scaled projectile velocity with units equivalent to

the velocity of the L-shell electron. The dimensionless parameter e is a

correction factor close to unity which accounts for the increased binding

energy of the L-shell electron due to the projectile. The universal function

G(Ve1/r2) may be verified by plotting p 2I£F?e /Z f f
2 versus V ~1'2 as shown in

Fig. 7. It can be seen that most data points compare well with the

theoretically predicted universal curve. The discrepancies at the nigh

velocity limit are not understood at present. The applicability of the BEA is

expected to be doubtful in cases where the projectile causes a strong

perturbation of the target electrons.
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A further spectroscopic result involving the production of highly ionized

target atoms was accomplished by R. Mann et al.^3 There the target Auger

spectra were measured also after a short time-delay. This allowed the clear

identification of lines due to the decay of metastable states and in addition

lines produced via selective electron capture in collisions between recoiling

target atoms and atoms in the residual target gas a few nanoseconds after the

projectile impact.

In these experiments, pulsed Kr and Ar*2+ beams of 1.4 MeV/u energy

were passed through a gas cell containing the target gas. The selectivity of

the electron capture associated with differences in the target ionization

potential I , is shown by mixing other gases with the target and by performing

a pressure dependent measurment.

Figure 8 exhibits Ne K-Auger-electron spectra from Ref. 23 induced by

K r ^ + projectiles. A total spectrum of a pure 50 m Torr Ne target is compared

with a delayed spectrum of a mixture of 40 mTorr Ne + 40 mTorr He. The total

spectrum (Fig. 8a) is dominated by a few Auger lines in the energy ranges 650-

680 eV and 845-880 eV, which are attributed to the decay of Li-like one-K-hole

configurations. The prominent lines ^P° and ^?e, which denote ls2s2p*P° and

ls2p2^Pe initial configurations respectively, and the lines 3P-(n=4) and 3 S -

(n=5), which indicate ls2p3P and ls2s3S cores with an additional electron in

the outer shells n=4 and 5, respectively, appear strongly in the delayed

spectrum. This demonstrates the importance of secondary production of K-

Auger-electron lines of target atoms after heavy—ion impact.

When Ip increases by adding He to the target, a
 3S-(n=4) line of high

intensity appears in the spectrum (Fig. 8b). This results from the capture of

one electron from He into the n-4 shell of a JSj-core recoil ion.
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Projectile Ionization: 0° Spectroscopy:

The possibility of studying autoionizing transitions in foil or gas

excited heavy ion beams by observing electron emission at 0° observation angle

was shown by Sellin et al. (See Fig. 9 ) . AT zero degrees most line-

broadening effects due to the collision kinematics vanish and it is possible

to perform high resolution spectroscopy on highly excited systems. This in

turn might also include the possibility of studying fast-beam laser

interactions. Specific states in the excited beam ions could be pumped or de-

excited and spectroscopically investigated in a collinear laser-ion beam

arrangement as sketched in Fig. 9. Such studies! would take advantage of the

creation of exotic states in a fast ion beam and the subsequent investigation

of them by applying the techniques of laser spectroscopy (Doppler tuning).

Electron Loss Peak:

The ELP results from projectile electrons which form a merged beam of

electrons travelling with the velocity of the incident ion and which are then

elastically scattered in the Coulomb field of the target atom. v^ and $

are the velocities of the bound and ejected electron, respectively. The

direction of v^ may change whereas its absolute value is constant during the

collision, i.e. v^v^. Then, the energy of the ejected electron is given

2
by E=v,/2. It should be noted that in this picture the binding of the

electron to the projectile is neglected. In the laboratory frame the energy

of the ejected electron is given by

£ 2 + 2yr'corf£>/2 (3)
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where Gfe is the angle between 3fe and v_." From Eq. (3), for high impact

•

velocities vD»Vjj the ELP appears as a relatively narrow line positioned near

E = vJ/2.

The shape of the ELP is determined by the variation of both the velocity

t » - »

vfe and the direction of Q£ of the bound electron (Fig. 10). If v = v, is

kept constant one can estimate the contribution of the O<0, <H variation. The
b

mean velocity v^ of the bound electron may roughly be determined from its
_ t

binding energy 1^, i.e., v,<=/21, . Then the relative (base) width of the ELP

is given as

v' L.
AE , b f Diifi f,\-e" = V ra (— J (*>

P E

Thus the relative width of the ELP decreases with increasing projectile

velocity. Consequently, for increasingly fast projectiles the electron loss

peak becomes more and more pronounced and easier to study. »"

Equation (4) can be used only as a rough estimate, since it neglects the

variation of v' (or v£). To determine the influence of the velocity

variations a detailed analysis of the ELP is needed in terms of the velocity

distribution f (v£) of the bound electrons. Within the framework of the

binary encounter approximation (BEA) the differential cross section for

projectile electron ejection is given by (Fig. 11)

- / J W ̂i <5>
where da(v£)/dE'dft' denotes the (classical) cross section for ejection of an

electron with energy E1 and at angle $2'. In this work cross sections were

determined from Eq. (5) using the expressions by Bonsen and Vriens^ for
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da(v£)/dE'dG'. It should be noted that the treatment by Bonsen and Vriens2^

accounts for the binding of the electron to the projectile, i.e., the

restrictive assumption v=*v^ is not made. However, screening effects are

neglected in the analysis, i.e, the target atom is represented by a pure

Coulomb potential.

Equation (5) shows explicitly that the ELP is influenced by the velocity

distribution of the bound electron. This velocity distribution can be found

from the Fourier transform of the corresponding wave function. Hence, it

might be expected that the shape of the ELP is sensitively dependent on the

wave function of the projectile electron. To study this dependence, ELP's

were calculated using Hartee Frock (HF) wave functions and scaled hydrogenic

wave functions. Only minimum differences were found, indicating that the

ELP's are not particularly sensitive to the wave functions.

Figure 12 shows a comparison between calculated and measured ELP's. The

total calculated ELP is a composition of ELP's calculated for the individual

sub-shells. In Fig. 12 two examples are shown involving the individual

contributions of the Is and 2p shell. For 120 MeV Ne-*+ the main contribution

comes from the L-shell. Since there are two electrons in the 2s-shell, the

dominant contribution to the ELP originates from this subshell. Only one of

the 2p shell electrons contributes, and both the Is electrons contribute to

the ELP. The ls-shell contribution is 15% at 30°, and about 25% at

90°.10»2^ For 290-MeV Ne^+ only one 2s electron is left. Thus, the relative

contribution of Is electrons is enhanced, as can be seen by close inspection

of Fig. 12.

Some interesting information about screening effects is obtained when the

target atom is changed, as indicated in Fig. 13. ELPfs from 105 MeV Ar^ + on
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Ne, Ar and Xe are shown. The intensity ratios between 90° and 150° change

drastically, if one goes from Ne- to Xe-target gas. Electrons ejected at

backward angles are more influenced by the increase of the nuclear charge so

screening effects should become important. The relative increase of the ELP

at 150° towards heavier targets is probably caused by the fact that the

corresponding projectile electrons do not have to penetrate the target atom as

deeply to become effectively ionized.

Formation of High Rydberg States in Fast Ion Beam Foil Excitation:

Previous results from beam-foil spectroscopy^ and from experiments using

field ionization techniques have shown that a significant fraction of fast

ionic projectiles traversing solid targets can be excited to high Rydberg

states. We report an experimental investigation of Rydberg states formed in

atomic and molecular ion beams (MeV) emerging from thin carbon foils.

Different field arrangements, including p-wave fields, have been applied to

study the effects of field ionization. The yields of electrons produced via

29
field ionization are compared for different projectile atoms and molecules.

The experiments were performed at Argonne's 4.5-MV Dynamitron and at

Argonne's superconducting Tandem-Linac. The basic experimental arrangement

was described previously in detail in Ref. 29. The beam passed consecutively

through two sets of mutually orthogonal electrostatic deflectors, a foil

target, an additional set of electrostatic post-deflectors and the entrance

aperture of a 45° parallel-plate electron spectrometer at 0° observation

angle. The post-deflector, located between the target and the spectrometer

entrance sweeps electrons emitted at the target out of the spectrometer

viewing region.
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Figure 14 shows the relative yield of electrons detected as a function of

the fields in the post-deflector and in the spectrometer for 3-MeV He+ ions

incident on a 5-pg/cm C foil. As discussed in Ref. 29 there appear to be two

components in the cusp. The first component varies with the post-deflector

field in the manner expected for electrons originating at the target* The

second component corresponding to beam-velocity electrons, is almost

unaffected by the post^deflector field and appears as a "ridge". These

electrons result from field ionization of Rydberg states in the spectrometer

field.

If molecular ions are used rather than atomic ions, a drastic increase of

the yield in the Rydberg "ridge" is observed. Additional measurements with

fast heavy ions were performed with 3 MeV Ne+ and with 125-MeV S14+. In the

latter case we measured the absolute yield for formation of n>240 Rydberg

states and obtained a value of about 10 /atom. This value is consistent with

the x-ray cascade results of Betz et al.

In a different arrangement the effect of field ionization on the excited

beam ions was studied by applying a )j~wave field to the beam prior to its

entrance into the spectrometer. The jj-wave cavity, replacing the post-

deflectors between the target and spectrometer was designed in such a way that

the electrons emitted at the target would pass through the high frequency

(9.91 GHz) field without disturbance.

The applied jj-wave fields were scanned from 0 to about 18 W power which

corresponds to a maximum electric field of about 2,400 V/cm in the cavity.

The data indicate the presence of large populations of Rydberg states in the

ion beams emerging from the foils. Assuming the so-called "saddle i _>int"
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approximation the field in the cavity is able to ionize states to about

n c = 21.

In order to test the effect of field ionization in further detail, a

longitudinal electrostatic field was applied* It was designed such that the

electrons emitted from the target, would be unaffected by the longitudinal

field. This stripping field was followed again by a weak transverse field

(post-deflector). Field ionization of the ion beam could then be performed

prior to the beam entering the analyzer field. In addition a transverse field

(produced by a transverse magnetic field) could be applied at the target

exit. It was found that the transverse field ionizes the Rydberg states more

effectively, indicating a strong alignment in the excitation of these states

(oblate electron density w.r.t. beam).

By using a digital lock-in technique (a small oscillating field was

superimposed on the longitudinal field) ionization rates via field ionization

in the spectrometer field could be measured differentially. It was possible

to resolve oscillatory structure in the measured differential yield curves.

The oscillation periods were independent of field strength but increased with

beam energy.

From the corresponding Fourier power spectra of these modulations it was

found on the basis of a model4 used to interpret the oscillatory structures

that they are sensitive to the amplitudes of the coherently excited Stark

states. This phenomenon therefore offers a new and potentially powerful

technique for studying excitation mechanisms that produce high Rydberg states

of fast projectiles as they exit solids.
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CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CHARCE-CHANGING INTERACTIONS AND
K X-RAY EMISSION IN ION-ATOM COLLISIONS

John A. Tanis
Department of Physics

Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MI 49008

ABSTRACT

An overview is given of recent measurements of K x rays associated with

specific projectile charge-changing interactions in ion-atom collisions. Such

measurements are used to Isolate and investigate fundamental atomic inner-shell

processes such as excitation, ionization, and charge transfer. Experimentally,

these processes are identified by detecting coincidences between x rays (emitted

from either the projectile or target) and the outgoing projectile charge state

of interest. A mechanism of particular significance is that of electron capture

accompanied by simultaneous K-shell excitation of the projectile. Such capture-

vith-excitation is qualitatively analogous to an inverse Auger transition

(dielectronic recombination) in the collision of a free electron with a highly

stripped ion. Strong evidence for the existence of this process has been ob-

tained in recent experiments which indicate that capture-with-excitation may

account for as much as 25% of the total K-vacancy production for lithium-like

projectiles in the velocity range studied. Capture-with-excitation is also

found to affect target x-ray yields due to K vacancy sharing. For hydrogenlike

ions, x rays in coincidence with electron capture were used to determine the

probability for capture to excited states (n > 2). In other measurements pro-

jectile K x-ray coincidences with outgoing projectile charge states q-1, q+1,

and q+2 indicate that as much as 50% of the x rays emitted by the projectile

can be associated with charge-changing events.
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Introduction

In MeV/arau heavy ion-atom collisions several fundamental inner-shell

processes such as excitation, ionization, and charge transfer occur. To date,

most inner-shell atomic collision experiments have been limited to measure-

ments of total cross sections which include an unknown mixture of contributions

from these various mechanisms. In order to probe individual inner-shell pro-

cesses in the interaction of a highly charged ion with a neutral target atom

under single collision conditions, it is necessary to associate particular in-

ner-shell transitions with specific projectile charge-changing events. Experi-

mentally, such information can be obtained by measuring coincidences between

x rays (emitted from either the projectile or target) and the outgoing pro-

jectile charge state of interest.

A mechanism of particular significance is that of electron capture accom-

panied by simultaneous K-shell excitation of the projectile. In recent experi-

ments this process has been recognized as a possible contributor to K

vacancy production in ion-atom collisions, accounting for as much as 25% of

the total K vacancies for lithium-like projectiles in the velocity ranges stud-

ied. Simultaneous capture-and-excitation, which is due to the Coulomb inter-

action of the projectile with the target electrons, is qualitatively analogous

to an inverse Auger transition and, hence, is expected to be resonant for pro-

jectile velocities corresponding to the energy of an exiting electron in the

Auger process. Since the captured electron is initially bound in the target,

the width of the resonance should reflect the distribution of electron momenta

in the target, i.e., the Compton profile of the target electrons. The simul-

taneous electron-capture-and-excitation process is referred to as resonant-

transfer-and-excitation (RTE).
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In the case of free-electron-ion recombinal:ion, dielectronic recombination

occurs when a highly stripped ion captures a continuum electron and simultane-

ously excites an electron from the ground state configuration of the ion. Di-

electronic recombination is believed to be the dominant recombination mechanism

in high temperature fusion plasmas for ions with three or more bound electrons.

Although dielectronic recombination has been identified in plasmas, cross sec-

tions for this process have not been successfully measured until just recently

in laboratory experiments.

A process which can compete with RTE in ion-atom collisions is one-electron

capture following excitation (by the target nucleus or target electrons) in the

same collision with one target atom. Since RTE is a resonant process, observa-

tion of a resonant behavior in the x-ray yield associated with capture identi-

fies the mechanism and distinguishes it from competing channels.

Because it is a fundamental vacancy production mechanism, RTE must be in-

cluded in theoretical descriptions of inner-shell excitation/ionization in ion-

atom collisions. Furthermore, if this process occurs primarily with the weakly

bound target electrons, it may, in fact, approximate dielectronic recombination.

If such is the case, RTE could be used as a benchmark for theoretical calcula-

tions of dielectronic recombination cross sections. Such a close association

between RTE and dielectronic recombination remains to be established, however.

In addition to RTE, measurements of K x rays in coincidence with single

electron capture events for hydrogen-like ions can be used to determine the

probability for capture to excited states (n > 2) of the projectile. Further-

more, measuring projectile and target K x rays in coincidence with outgoing

projectile charge states other than capture can provide information on individ-

ual excitation/ionization processes for both target and piojectile.

The results described below are intended to illustrate the type of infor-

mation which can bo obtained from associating x rays with specific outgoing
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projectile charge states. An overview is given of the work completed to date.

Measurements of the type described will be extended to other collision systems

and beam energies in an effort to provide a better understanding of fundamental

inner-shell processes in ion-atom collisions.

Results to Date and Future Experiments

RTE was first investigated for 70 MeV S q + (q = 13-16) ions incident on

2 13+
argon, and later for 70 to 160 MeV S in argon under single collision conditions.

2
In the most recent investigation of RTE , which was done at Brookhaven National

Lab, strong experimental evidence was obtained for the existence of this process.

Fig. 1 shows the various projectile cross sections obtained from these measurements.

As expected for RTE, a peak is observed in the cross section for K x-ray

emission associated with capture, aq . The position of the maximum and the

width of the peak are in good agreement with theoretical calculations of the

RTE process. The absolute magnitude of the experimental cross section (after

background subtraction) is about a factor of two larger than the calculated

value which was based on the dielectronic recombination cross sections of

o

McLaughlin and Hahn. Reasons for the discrepancy could be twofold: (1) the

calculated dielectronic recombination cross sections are too small and/or (2)

important effects arise from the initial binding energies of the target elec-

trons which are not accounted for in the calculations. (Further details con-

cerning this work can be fovtnd in Ref. 2.)

A way of determining the origin of the discrepancy would be to compare RTE

results with a direct measurement of a dielectronic recombination cross sec-

tion such as those currently being carried out at Oak Ridge, JILA, and the

University of Western Ontario. Such a comparison would help determine if RTE

cross sections approximate dielectronic recombination cross sections. If the

RTE/dielectronic recombination approximation is valid (which remains to be

proven), then it should be noted that RTE measurements are considerably easier

to carry out and also would provide an independent experimental check of direct
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Fig. l . Projectile cross sections for 70-160 MeV S13++Ar collisions.

OQ-1 is the cross sections for projectile K x ray emission associated
with single electron capture; a°l+1 is the cross section for projectile
K x rays associated with single electron loss; av is the cross section

Ka

for sulfur singles Ka x-ray emission; and o_ q - 1 is the total elec-
tron capture cross section. The curve labeled ORJE is a theoretical
calculation (Ref. 7) of the resonant part of o^"^ The solid curve
for oQ'l is a normalization of ORJE to the data using the background
indicated by the dashed line. All other curves are drawn through the
data to guide the eye.
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dielectronic recombination measurements. Furthermore, RTE could provide some

of the comparisons with theoretical calculations of dielectronic recombination

needed for the nuclear fusion program.

Finally, concerning the shape of oq~ , Brandt has shown that the width of

the maximum in this cross section should be less for a He target. Also, the

non-resonant part of o^ , which may be due to uncorrelated one-electron capture

following K-shell excitation, is predicted to have a maximum at ̂ 30 MeV. Future

experiments will use targets of He and/or Ne to investigate these effects.

Fig. 1 also shows the cross section for sulfur K x-ray emission associated

with single electron loss a , the cross section for singles K x-ray emission
X

o , and the total single capture cross section a . . In both o^ and a
"•Q q,q-l X Ko

evidence for an anomalous variation is noted in the region of the "resonance."

Since a is the total x-ray yield, a true resonance in o^~ would produce an

equal strength resonance in a.. . However, an estimate of the magnitude of the

intensity of the maximum in aK gives a value about a factor of two larger than

that for a . The additional intensity in the a "peak" is attributed almost
X JvCC

entirely to charge state q.

A speculative explanation for the appearance of these anomalies in the q

and q+1 channels is the existence of coupling between the three intense charge

states (q-1, q, q+1). Such coupling between these various charge states may be

reasonable in view of the high probability for charge exchange in the relatively

close collisions expected for RTE. Channel coupling effects are well known in

nuclear reactions. It Is emphasized that these ideas concerning channel coup-

ling are speculative and that further experimental and theoretical work is

needed to elucidate this possibility.

In addition to measuring projectile K x-ray coincidences with capture

events, target K x-rays in coincidence with single capture were also measured

in the work of Ref. 2. The results are shown in Fig. 2, A maximum is observed
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Fig. 2. Cross section for target K x rays associated with single electron

capture for 70-160 MeV S + Ar collisions (Ref. 2). The smooth curves

are predictions of c/J based on K vacancy sharing (Ref. 11} for which
13single K-vacancy binding energies* were used. The curve labeled w., = 0.078

is the predicted result for the single K-vacancy fluorescence yield1 2of sul-

fur, while tojr = 0.117 shows the prediction for a 50% increase in the sulfur

wK. The Ar fluorescence yield was taken to be the single K-vacancy value12

in each case. The lower dashed line shows the assumed background for
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in the Ar a" cross section at an energy (̂ 125 MeV) nearly equal to that ob-

served for the S aq~ . This maximum has been shown to be consistent with K
X

vacancy sharing following RTE by the projectile. Due to the fact that the

collision system is close to symmetric there is a relatively high probability

(^35-40%) for transfer of a K vacancy from the projectile to the target.

In order to investigate the effect of vacancy sharing quantitatively it

must be noted that, due to the transfer of a vacancy, the cross section a** for

projectile x rays is related to a*1" for the target x rays. Likewise, aq~
x — x

for projectile x-rays is related to aq~ for target x-rays. Although the pro-

jectile aq was not measured directly, it can be estimated with reasonable

accuracy from aq and av for projectile x-rays. Then, applying the Meyerhof
X KO ji

vacancy transfer probability to the "resonant" part of the projectile o^,

the "resonant" part of the target aq~ can be calculated. Using the assumed

linear background shown in Fig. 2, the predicted target a q can then be obtained.
X

The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 2 by the smooth curves. The
solid curve shows the predicted a" for the target using single K-vacancy fluor-

12 13

escence yields and K-shell binding energies. The dashed curve was calcula-

ted assuming that the fluorescence yield of the projectile relative to the tar-

get is increased by 50%. It is seen that the shape of the calculated curve in

each case is in reasonable overall agreement with the experimental results, in-

dicating that the observed maximum in the target a" is indeed consistent with
X

K vacancy sharing. For a 50% increase in the S fluorescence yield it is seen that

the absolute magnitude of the theoretical o"j~ also agrees well with the data.

In the work of Ref. 2, a was not measured and so the vacancy sharing

correspondence between the projectile a*1" and the target a*1"*" cannot be made.

It is planned to measure aq~ in a future experiment.

Next we consider the work of Ref. 3. In this experiment, which wts done

at the Berkeley SuperHILAC, 160 and 180 MeV Ar q + (q - 14, 15 and 17) were
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incident on Xe under single collision conditions. Projectile K x-ray coinci-

dences with outgoing projectile charge states q-1, q+1, q+2 were measured, in

addition to cross sections for "singles" K x-ray production and single electron

capture. The data show that nearly 502 of the x rays emitted by the projectile

are associated with a charge-changing event.

Charge-state dependences of the cross sections for the various projectile

processes which were measured for 180 MeV Ar ions are shown in Fig. 3. The

single electron capture cross section a .. exhibits a q dependence where n

14
^3.5. This is similar to previous observations with other collisions systems

in this energy range. The projectile singles cross section a^, shows a slight

increase from q => 14 to q = 15, with a much more pronounced increase from q = 15

to q = 17. A similar effect is seen in the q dependence of o . The relatively

large values of av and a observed for Ar (hydrogenlike) ions compared to
ivCt X

Ar and Ar ions result primarily from electron capture to excited states

(n > 2) followed by deexcitation resulting in the emission of a K x rays. In

contrast, for q = 14 and q = 15, o is expected to have a significant contri-
X

bution from RTE. As previously noted, this latter process involves a corre-

lated electron capture and K-shell excitation event followed by K x-ray emission.

Projectile K x-ray emission associated with single electron loss aq is due

to either (1) K-shell ionization accompanied by excitation of a 2s electron to

the 2p subshell or (2) excitation of a Is electron accompanied by ionization of

the 2s electron. The fact that a** decreases from q = 14 to q = 15 indicates

that, as expected, Is excitation and/or ionization decreases as q increases due

to the increasing K-shell binding energy.

By considering the ratios oq~ /o +., one can determine the fraction of

capture (or loss) which involves inner-shell processes. For example, from the

ratio o^ fa .. for Ar , the probability of electron capture into excited

states (n 2 2) of the projectile can be determined. For 180 MeV Ar this
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Fig. 3 . Projectile cross sections for 180 MeV Ar̂ ++Xe

collisions (Ref. 3). a , is the total cross section for

single electron capture, a» is the singles Ka x-ray cross

section; o!J and a ^ are the cross sections for projectile
X A

K x-ray emission associated with single electron capture and

loss respectively.
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ratio is ̂ 0.25 indicating that the majority of the capture events are to the

K-shell of the projectile. Then the difference between the total capture cross

section a - and a for hydrogenlike ions gives the cross section for
q,q-J. x

capture to the K-shell of the projectile. (A correction must be made, of course,

for those excited state cpature events which end up in a metastable state since

x-ray emission takes place beyond the viewing region.)

Projectile K x-ray coincidences with outgoing charge states of the projec-

tile other than capture namely, q+1 and q+2 were also measured. This was done

for 180 MeV Ar ions and Ar ions as shown in Fig. 4. These data show the

relatively high probability of K x-ray events associated with particular pro-

jectile charge-changing processes. It should be noted that it was not possible

in this experiment to actually measure the fraction of x rays coincident with

the incident charge state q due to the liirge fraction ("̂ 95%) of the incident

beam which passes through the target gas without interacting. The point shown

in Fig. 4 for q = 14 was deduced by requiring that the sum of the fractions for

all outguing charge states be equal to unity and assuming that the charge state

fractions not shown (e.g., q-2, q+3, etc.) contribute a negligible amount.

Depending on the incident charge state it is seen that 10-25% of the pro-

jectile K x-ray events are accompanied by either capture or loss of an electron

by the projectile. It is also seen that the fraction of x rays associated with

single capture is higher for Ar while the fraction of x rays associated with

14+
single electron loss is greater for Ar . Qualitatively, these results are

15+ 14+
expected since electron capture is greater for Ar than for Ar while elec-

14+

tron loss is more probable for Ar . From the data of Fig. 4 it can be in-

ferred that nearly 50% of the x rays emitted by 180 MeV Ar or Ar ions are

associated with some kind of charge-changing event by the projectile.

Conclusion

In summary it has been established that for the collision systems investi-
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180 MeVAr+Xe

q-i q
OUTGOING CHARGE STATE

Fig. 4. Fraction of K x rays associated with outgoing

charge states of the projectile for 180 MeV Ar 1 4 + and

Ar 1 5 + ions incident on Xe.
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gated, charge-changing collisions make significant contributions to the total

projectile K-x-ray yield. Strong evidence has been found for resonant-transfer-

and-excitation (RTE) in ion-atom collisions, a process which is completely

analogous to an inverse Auger transition (dielectronic recombination) in the

recombination of a free electron with a highly stripped ion, RTE is also found

to affect target x-ray production via K vacancy sharing. Additional measurements

are needed, however, to confirm the results described here.

Results of work done to date indicate that K x-ray emission accompanied by

charge exchange is highly probable for highly stripped ions in the 2-4 MeV/amu

velocity range. With more complete and systematic work, measurements of the type

described here should provide an understanding of individual excitation, ioni-

zation, and charge transfer processes in ion-atom collisions.
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cf. Phys. Rev. A 25, 391 (1982) for datails!

The matrix element of Heat'»

i - 0

and

2
i-0

\jx h i\

\j\ h J h

7 7

/i h

~~7 7

where

and

I I if / | +A.+/2 is even

0 otherwise

We have
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This talk will discuss some aspects of the production and uses of

recoil ions produced by bombardment of gaseous targets by fast heavy

ions. The idea is illustrated by Figure 1, which shows a fast projectile

passing by a target at rest. The nucleus receives an impulse which is

only Z. bigger than that given to each electron, and thus the mass

factor dominates. The center of mass energy of the recoil is much less

than the energy given to all of the electrons. Thus one can produce

very slow but highly charged ions. The major uses to which such recoils

have been put include photon and electron spectroscopy, use "in situ"

for secondary electron capture, and use as an ion source for an external

beam.

It was known as early as 1974 at least that x-ray spectra from

heavy ion bombardment of neon showed up to Lyman alpha, as shown in

Figure 2. The recoiling neon is moving slowly, thus should not be as

prone to problems of Doppler shift and spread as are sources from the

fast beam itself. In Figure 3 are shown electron spectra taken of neon

at GSI showing both the velocity and charge state dependence of the

ionization power of the beam. It is clear that lowering the beam velocity

or raising the charge state helps. While it is not immediately apparent

which factor will win when one uses a charge-state-equilibrated beam

from a foil and raises the energy, experience appears to indicate that

higher energy is better, at least for heavy ion hammers.

So far very little precision spectroscopy has been done on the

recoil source, but such experiments are in progress at several labs.

The most impressive spectrum published to date is probably that from GSI

which shows the resolution of fine structure in Lyman alpha for argon.

Several studies have now been made of the charge state spectra

obtained when the recoils are extracted by an external electric field.
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Sample spectra from neon hit by big and little hammers are shown in

Figure 4. The upper figure is from bombardment by 1 MeV/amu chlorine

while the lower one is from a U+ beam from GSI. Two theoretical

treatments have been proposed to account for the very heavy ionization

which occurs in these collisions. The first, by Olson, treats single

electron removal and goes to multiple ionization via binomial statistics.

The second uses a statistical emission of electrons following the

treatment of Russek and collaborators. Comparison of the former result

with experiment is shown in Figure 5. The higher q result is much

overestimated. In figure 6 are shown calculated impact parameter dependences

for the two treatments. It would be nice to check them directly, but to

do this requires unrealistically small angles of scattering to be measured.

However, charge state spectra at impact parameters which are nearly zero

on the scale of Figure 6 have been measured for neon targets and are

shown in Figure 7. An interesting feature of these spectra is that the

charge state of the recoil is significantly increased when the projectile

brings in K vacancies.

If one fits both satellite structure from x-ray and Auger-electron

spectra and the charge state data of Figure 8 with a binomial formula

and extracts an effective single probability P. (0) for single electron

removal at small impact parameters, an interesting feature emerges. As

shown in Figure 8, P, (0) is a nearly universal function of v/q of the
Q

projectile. Both types of data lie on a common curve until the projectile

has K vacancies. In the latter case the residual charge state of the

recoil is larger5 presumably because K-to-K electron transfer is important.

Thus in optimizing the ionizing power of a projectile beam one might

have to worry about matching inner shells of the target with vacant

shells on the projectile to enable the transfer channel as well as just
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bringing in a large charge to knock off the outer electrons.

The intensities which one can aet in an extracted beam are limited

in principle by the ratio of cross section for production of recoils

(o ) to that for charge capture by them from the tarqet qas (o ). A

simple argument gives the optimum yield at a target density N. of I/a i.

for which one gets an extracted beam with an intensity ^ ° L e / o j , s <

Here H is the primary beam intensity in particles per second, c is the

extraction efficiency of the optics, J>p is the target length used along

the primary beam and i is the length traversed bv the exiting recoils.

Putting in some typical numbers for chlorine on neon, one finds a maximum

extracted beam of 10" N for Ne .

The energy distribution of the recoils can be estimated from the

measured production cross sections. For the above case, for example,

one qets a recoil energy of about 20 eV. It has been measured directly

for some cases using the Doppler spread of Auger electron lines, by

Beyer et al. ' While the velocity spread is always small compared to

that which one could get in the primary beam itself, it is not zero,
4

being typically of order v/c ^ 10 . When the recoil source is used for

spectroscopy one may be ultimately limited by this feature. Since the

recoils are at essentially 90 degrees, however, the geometry is to some

extent under control.

As examples of the use of the extracted beam, Figures 9 to 12 show

a few results from the low energy electron capture which we have obtained

using recoil sources. In Figure 9 are charge state spectra from argon,

neon and methane primary gases, showing that useful quantities of bare

neon and carbon and helium!ike argon may be obtained. The pump beam

in this case was Au +56 at 4.9 MeV per amu from the Berkley Superhilac.

In Figure 11 are shown total capture cross sections for the capture of

single electrons from U by 500 eV per q rare gas projectiles. The
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corresponding apparatus is shown in Figure 10. This case is interesting

because it shows that the capture for \iery loosely bound electrons the

capture occurs at sufficiently large internuclear distances that only

the projectile charge state, not species, really matters. This is not

the case for more tightly bound targets.

Figure 12 shows the energy spectrum of Neon +9 projectiles after

they have captured single electrons from He. Interpretation of the Q-

value spectrum shows all such low energy capture to be exoergic and to

populate one or at most two principle quantum numbers of the projectile.
11 12The n-values are in good agreement with classical model ' values.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1: Schematic of collision.

Fig. 2: X-ray spectrum from Cl on Ne (Ref. 1).

Fig. 3: Auger electron spectra of Ne (Ref. 2).

Fig. 4: Ne charge state spectra. Upper curve: Ref. 5; Lower curve:

Ref. 4.

Fig. 5: Cross sections for Ne q production by Cl (Ref. 4).

Fig. 6: Theoretical P(b) for multiple ionization of Ne by a 1 MeV/amu

projectile. Olson: Ref. 6, ED: Ref. 4.

Fig. 7: Charge state distributions of slow Ne recoils for collisions

at tyvO.

Fig. 8: P. (0) for Ne ionization of parameter to be extracted from

binomial statistics fits. Information from both spectra and

Fig. 7 is included.

Fig. 9: Extracted charge state spectra from a recoil source.

Fig. 10: Apparatus used for measuring capture for R ^ on Li.

Fig. 11: Single capture cross sections for R ^ on Li.
+9Fig. 12: Energy gain spectra from electron capture by Ne from He.
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Trapping of Slow Recoil Ions

Past Results and Speculations on the Future

*#
H. H. Prior

University of California

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

A simple electrostatic ion trap has been utilized to capture low

er.srgy recoil ions made by fast heavy ion impact upon a neon gas target.

The heavy ion beams have been provided by the LBL SuperHILAC and the

work has so far concentrated upon studies of the decay of the trapped

ior population in time following creation by the pulsed HILAC beam (3*3

msec pulse length, 36Hz repetition rate). The various charge states

decay predominantly via electron capture collisions with the ambient gas

in the ion trap. By varying the gas composition and density, one can

determine the electron capture rate constants from which an effective

(velocity averaged) capture cross-section can be obtained. The unique-

ness of this work lies in the high charge states, up to Ne (fully

stripped), and the low mean collision energies available (in the range

1.0 to 70.0 eV).

Figure t shows a schematic of the electrostatic trap. It is essen-

180
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tially a copper cylinder with a thin wire stretched along its axis. The

cylinder is 13 cm long with a diameter of 15 cm; the copper end plate3

have 5.0 cm diameter holes through which the wire passes. The HILAC

beam enters the trap parallel to the wire, but below it by about 1.3 cm.

Several different beam ions and energies were used in the initial

exploratory phases of this work, but Xe^'+ at 475 MeV was settled upon

as a beam which produced good yield of the neon recoil ions. The

upstream foil shown in Fig. 1 further strips the xenon beam to mean

charge of Xe-^ + before entrance into the trap. The trap operates with

the wire at a negative potential -V with respect to the cylinder and

ends. Thus the recoil ions, which move initially at 90 degrees to the

ion beam, orbit about the wire and are confined along the trap axis by

the electrostatic restoring forces. This type of trap was first dis-

cussed by Kingdon in 1923; he utilized the trapping of positive ions to

reduce the electron space charge effects in a cylindrical diode similar

to our trap.

We detect the ions by raising the potential of the wire to that of

the cylinder; the orbits of the ions expand and a small portion of those

which had been moving in the trap midplane pass out through a grid

covered, hole and enter a commercial quadrupole mass analyzer (often

called a residual gas analyzer, RGA). The RGA can be scanned to yield

an m/q spectrum of the ions present in the trap at any desired storage

interval after the HILAC pulse has passed. Figure 2 shows an example of

such a scan for the Ne^+ iocs q*5-10.

The ions we detect are those which move in or near the central mid-

plane of the ion trap. In this region, the trap potential is accurately

approximated as:
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ni) v m(R/w)

where r is the radial coordinate, R the radius of the cylinder and w the

radius of the wire (we have used wires of 76 and 12 micron diameters).

This logarithmic potential has the interesting and useful property that

the ion orbits all have the same mean kinetic energy regardless of ini-

tial conditions. This is a consequence of the Virial Theorem which

predicts for an ion of charge q:

if
21n(R/w)

where <T> denotes the time average of the kinetic energy T. The result

is that for q=10, as V is varied over the. range 10 to 100 Volts, <T>

ranges from about 7 to 70 eV. This is a new low energy regime for study

of multicharged ion collisions.

We measure the decay of a given neon ion by setting the RGA to the

m/q of that ion and accumulating ion counts from the trap when it is

dumped at successively longer delay times after the HILAC pulse. This

is a multiscaling process where the channel number is proportional to

the storage time. To normalize out xenon beam variations, the counting

period at each storage time is such that the same integrated beam charge

has passed through the trap.

Examples of decay curves are shown in Figure 3- The decays are

always well represented as single exponential with a decay con-

stant, F, proportional to the density of the ambient gas in the trap.

The proportionality constant is just the average rate constant <s v >

where,

and (j , is the electron capture cross-section for an ion of charge q
9
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capturing q-q electrons and vq j 3 the relative velocity of ion q with

respect to the target gas atom. The brackets indicate an average over

the distribution of relative velocities. Thus by measuring the decay

constant, T , versus gas density one obtains <s v > from which one can

extract an effective cross-section:

<sv_>
aef f * - ^ - * - »

rms

where v^s ±s the root-mean-square velocity determined from the Virial

Theorem. Although s is a sum over all possible capture reactions, it

is expected, especially for collision with neon and helium atoms, that

it is dominated by the single electron capture contribution. The accu-

racy with which O"e£f represents s-Cv^g) depends upon the velocity

dependence of s and the velocity distribution of the trapped ions.

There are two special cases in which there is perfect agreement, namely

s,1 proportional to v_ or 1/v^.

In Figure 4 are shown a summary of our results for lie^+ + Se and Xe

collisions. To avoid confusion, error bars are not shown, but for rela-

tive comparisons are about L15$. The absolute error in a -f values is

estimated to be ±30% (this includes contributions from pressure guage

calibration and statistical error in the exponential and T versus

density fits. Prominent features in the results are the oscillation of

aeff with q at fixed v^g and the strong dependence of
 oeff o n vrms

for some of the collision pairs. At higher impact energies the capture

cross-sections show only a very weak velocity dependence. Oscillation

of the single electron capture cross-section vith q is predicted by a

simple classical barrier model of Ryufuku et al. Based upon other

observations'' the model appears to predict the correct principle quantum

number into which the active electron is captured, but it fails in
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reproducing the magnitude of the cross-section very well or the "phase"

of the oscillations.

In terms of future prospects for trapped recoil ion studies, a

few avenues come to mind. These are:

i) Measurement of the lifetime of metastable excited states of mul-

ticharged ions. This would proceed by monitoring the decay of forbidden

radiation emitted from the trapped ions during the storage time. There

are a number of suitable candidates among ions with incomplete 2p and 3p

shells.

ii) LJtudy of the state dependence of electron capture collision

rates. This would follow from perturbing the lifetimes measured in i)

by controlled densities of added gases much like the procedure carried

out to date with the Ne1+ ions. Observation of the forbidden radiation

and the ion population versus time would allow extraction of collision

rates for the ground and metastable states separately.

iii) Laser spectroscopy of trapped recoil ions. Forbidden line

flourescence excited by a laser beam would provide a means of direct

measurement of some fine-structure intervals in some multicharged ions.

iv) Photon assisted electron capture. Using strong (saturating)

laser radiation, large population densities of excited atomic states can

be produced. Since the electron capture rate depends strongly upon the

energy required to remove an electron from the atom, one should expect

capture from excited atomic states to be considerably larger than from

the ground states. One might expect significant effects when the laser

is tuned away from the atomic line so as to probe the quasi-molecular

level structure existent during the ion atom encounter.
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0. 5. 10. 15.

Storage time (msec)
XBL 8112-12793

Figure 3. Examples of decay curves for Ne*1 ions (q=7-10) in
Ne gas at two densities n (in units of 1010 cm"3). The
trap potential was adjusted to maintain Y ^ ^ . 6 x 10scm/see
for each ion. Tm"=rms
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Resonant Coherent Excitation of Fast Heavy Ions

S. Datz

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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Measurenent of RCB by enhanced ionization probability

1. Channeled ions encounter only conduction electrons.

2. Channeled ions moving at v^ » Vf can be viewed as being bombarded by

electrons at ve ~ v± (e.g. (3 2 MeV/amu si keV e"")«

3. An H-like ion with a IS electron and Z > 5 can pass through a ~1000 A

crystal channel with a >30% chance of not being ionized to a bare nucleus.

5. Hence excited ions lose their electrons by collision almost immediately

after formation.

EN Studies on H-like ions of B, C, N, 0, F.

Studies on He-like ions of N & 0.

HHIRF Li-like ions of e.g, Cl & Ca.
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E - .005240969 Zj 4

TABLE 1

Vi**s

Randoa
2 MeV/anu Eft, MeV V(MV) Loss AE 1AE/E

° MeV °
MPC

4 1.341688 12.09154 3.023 ??

5 3.2756055 32.7984 6.5597 (EN)

6 6.79229 81.5075 13.585 (H,T)

7 12.5836 176.2091 25.173 (H,T)

8 21.46701 343.3630 42.92 ??

.24005

.26036

.25695

.23468

.21040

0.995*

0.397*

0.158*

0.067*

0.031%

0.496%

0.198*

0.079*

0.033*

0.015*

61

7!

8!

H3LIFIELD

176.2086 MeV N6* (25.173 MQ .033* Av/vQ

o r 81.5075 MeV C5* (13.585 MV) .079* 4v/vrt.
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1ABLE 2

r - 2 E - .001310242;

Z MoV/aiDu E Q , MBV V ( W ^random * AE/Eo d v / v o

o7+

Na10*

Al12+

Si 1 3 +

7

8

9

3.14S89

5.36675

8.59650

10 13.10242

11 19.18326

12 27.16918

44.042

85.868

163.33

441.21

652.06

13 37.42183 1010.39

14 50.33426 1409.36

6.29 EN

12.27 (H,T)

20.42 (H.T)

0.48866 0.555* 0.277* 6.S

0.50465 0.294* 0.147* 7.7*

_ T) 0.48691 0.149* 0.075* 8.8

. • - „ Beaaring

(44.12) Coupled 0.42772 0.048* 0.024* BOTB

(54.34) Covpled 0.39610 0.030* O.OlSt totally

stripped



THE SLOWING DOWN OF FAST HEAVY IONS IN MATTER

Hans Geissel

GSI, P.O. Box 110541, D-61 Darmstadt, Federal Republic of Germany*

Some characteristic features are presented on the stopping power.
(S) and the energy loss straggling GfE) of 0.5-10 MeV/u heavy ions
(18i.Zii.92) in solids and gases.

For partially stripped ions the stopping was found to be smaller
in gasec th^p in solids, suggesting that the ionic charge during the
interactions is smaller in gases due to the lower collision frequencies
The Z2 oscillations decrease with increasing velocity and decreasing
atomic number of the projectile. These experimental observations cause
serious limitations in the accuracy of tbs effective charge concept
which calculates the heavy ion stopping powers from those of protons.
The effective charge is a function of the stopping medium and can vary
by up to 20%. A comparison of effective charges in gases with the
measured mean charge states after the medium indicates the influence of
higher-order corrections. Comparisons with theories and semi-empirical
tables demonstrate discrepancies in S values by up to 30%.

The measured energy loss straggling of heavy ions in gases
agrees surprisingly well with the simple Hvelplund-Firsov formula which
does not include charge exchange straggling.

* Present address: Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada K0J 1J0
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1. Experimental Procedure

The energy loss distributions of the heavy ions have been

measured by time-of-flight techniques. 6E values are typically less

than 1% of the incident energy. Therefore, small energy fluctuations

of the incident beam may cause severe problems in 6E measurements. In

order to overcome this difficulty, we used a double tinie-of-flight

system [1] and measured simultaneously the energy of the projectiles

before and after the straggling medium. The experimental set-up is

shown in Fig. 1.

In spite of the measures taken to produce high quality solid

targets for SE measurements, it was realised that the residual

thickness nonuniform!ties may contribute significantly to <5E.

Therefore, the SE results represented here are only for gases.

2. Results in S

2.1 Gas-solid difference

In Fig. 2 we present our S values for 3.6 and 7.9 MeV/u U

projectiles in solids and gases. It is clearly seen that the S values

in gases are lower by up to 20% than those in solids. At these velo-

cities the Z2 oscillations in the S values are almost vanished, while

the projectiles still have enough bound electrons to demonstrate the

gas-solid difference due to the lower collision frequencies in

gases [2]. This experimental result contradicts the Betz-Grodzins

model [3,1]. In Fig. 3 our results are shown for U ions in gases and

solids with neighbouring atonic numbers in the energy region of

0.5-10 MeV/u. Without the gas-solid difference, the S values in the

gases are expected to be larger than in the solids. The interesting

intersection of the curves at ~ 0.7 MeV/u indicates the strong
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influence of the Z2-O8cillations at lower velocities masking the gas-

solid difference for neighbouring elements.

2.2 Z2-oscillation

The dependence of S on Z2 is given in Fig. 4 for 0.5 and

1.0 MeV/u Pb ions and He ions [4] in solids and gases. The Z2 oscil-

lations are clearly demonstrated. The maxima and minima are located

for both projectiles at the same positions, but for He ions the Z£-

structure has already vanished at 1.0 MeV/u, while they are still

clearly observed for Pb ions. This representative result indicates

that the Z2-oscillations are dependent on Z\.

A detailed picture of these Z2 oscillations for U ions in solids

for energies up to 10 MeV/u is shown in Fig. 5, which gives the upper

limit of this influence for all ions (Zi£92) at high velocities. The

decrease of the amplitude with velocity can be followed up to energies

as high as 3.6 MeV/u at Z2=30 and 40.

2.3 Effective charge

The slowing down of partially stripped heavy ions in matter is

complicated by charge exchange processes, which are very difficult to

predict with theories starting from first principles. Therefore,

stripping criteria, effective charges (qeff) and semi-empirical scaling

rules are used to calculate S at these velocities. The effective

charge is defined by the relation:

2
SHI,v,Z2 "

 qeff Sp,v,Z2
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where Sm ( V,Z2
 a n^ sp,v,Zo a r e tlle stopping powers of heavy ions and

protons at same velocity (v) in the same medium. This ansatz is widely

used [5,5] as a basis for heavy ion S calculations.

A basic assumption is that qeff should be independent of Z2> The

limited accuracy of this statement is clearly demonstrated by our

results in Figs. 6 and 7, where we show systematic Z2 dependencies of

10-20%. The representative results demonstrate clearly the necessity

to incorporate the observed Z2 dependence in the existing qeff-theories

to improve S calculations to an accuracy of better than 20%. The good

agreement between the measured mean charge q [7] and the derived qeff

in gases found for light ions [3] was taken by many authors as a

physical justification for the ansatz (1). Therefore it is of special

interest to check this basic statement with experimental results for

projectiles up to Z1=*92.

In Fig. 8 we show a comparison of the experimental q values and

qeff results for 1.4 MeV/u Kr, Xe, Pi and U ions in Ar. It is seen

that the agreement for the relative light ion, Kr, is good, whereas for

the heavier projectiles q is larger than qeff> indicating the influence

of higher order correction terms (Bloch and Barkas terms) which are

neglected for heavy ions in equation (1).

2.4 Comparison with theory and tables

In Fig. 9 representative results of Kr ions in gases and solids

are compared with LSS and Firsov theories. Both theories predict a

linear dependence on the projectile velocity and are based on the

Thomas Fermi model, which cannot reproduce the Z2 structures.
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A comparison with different semi-empirical tables are shown for

U ions in Fig. 10. In our energy region the Hubert [8] tables give the

best agreement.

3. Results in 6E

Before we discuss the very complex case of heavy-ion energy

straggling we present for comparison our results obtained with 1.4 MeV/u

He ions. At this velocity the He ions can be considered as totally

stripped during their slowing down in matter. Therefore we can compare

our He data with the theories of Bohr, Bethe-Livingston and TschalSr.

Our results in Fig. 11 are in good agreement with the theoretical

predictions of Livingston and Bethe at low energy losses and with the

modified TschalMr theory at high energy losses.

For heavy ions at the same velocity (1.4 MeV/u), the theoretical

description is rather complex and the models of Bohr, Livingston-Bethe

and TschalSr, as they describe the collisional excitations assuming a

constant charge of the projectile, are not applicable. Besenbacher [9]

discussed the different correlation terms in detail and suggested that

the Hvelplund-Firsov term should be dominant for heavy ions in the

low-velocity range (v<z|' 3v o). In Fig. 12 representative results are

given for 1.4 MeV/u Pb, Xe and Kr Ions in Xe at different energy losses.

A surprisingly good description is given by the simple Hvelplund-Firsov

formula which does not include charge exchange straggling.
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These detailed studies were done ac GSI in collaboration with

P. Armbruster, K. Gttttner, G. Kraft, T. Kitahara, Y. Laichter, and

W.F.W. Schneider.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Experimental set-up of the double time-of-flight system.

Stopping powers of 3.6 and 7.9 MeV/u U ions in solids and
gases.

Stopping powers of (0.5-10) MeV/u U ions in solids and gases.

Stopping powers of 0.5 and 1.0 MeV/u He and Pb ions.

Stopping powers for 0.5-10 MeV/u U ions In solids.

qeff values for different projectiles in solids at 0.6 MeV/u.

Qeff values of U ions in gases and solids at different

velocities.

Fig. 8: Comparison between experimental q and qeff values for

different projectiles in Ar (q = (E^qf)^ equals E^qi

within few promiles).

Fig. 9: S values of Kr ions compared to LSS and Firsov theories.

Fig. 10: Experimental S values compared to different tables.

Fig. 11: 6E of 1.4 MeV/u He ions in Ar, He and C In comparison with

theoretical predictions.

Fig. 12: 6E of different heavy ions in Xe. Curves represent calcu-

lations with the Hvelplund-Firsov formula.
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Laser Spectroscopy With Fast Heavy Ion Beams

D. E. Murnick

Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

IatradKtkw

Heavy ion accelerators such as the Argonne tandem-linac facility provide beams of a wide

variety of species and charge states. Large amounts of data can be obtained by various

spectroscopies of the beam or beam interactions products. These spectroscopies include various

optical, x-ray and electron measurements. With so much information available the first question one

might ask is why laser spectroscopy as well?

The answer to this question can be given by considering the laser's properties, and how these

properties are matched to accelerator atomic physics problems of interest. The laser oscillator is a

tuneable, monochromatic light source. Monochromaticity implies unsurpassed resolution in

determining resonance wavelengths and widths. Except for the very weakest transitions, easily

attainable laser linewdiihs are less than other broadening mechanisms such as natural linewidth and

Doppler broadening. Tunability implies universal application to atomic species. Lasers continuously

tunable through the visible and near ir are available. Tuning ranges are being extended toward the

uv. Discrete wavelength lasers are available beyond the visible and the high velocity of accelerated

beams can be used to extend tuning ranges via the Doppler effect. In addition, lasers are intense

coherent sources. These properties lead to extremely high sensitivity to rare species or to low cross-

section transitions and often provide a good match to accelerator beam properties. In an experiment

described below, for example, a 1 kW CO2 laser was focussed onto a 1 mm2 particle beam driving a

transition from an atomic level living only 1S nanoseconds.

The specific problems of primary interest to laser spectroscopy with fast heavy ion beams include

studies of unique fundamental systems such as high Z hydrogen, helium or lithium like species;

studies of non-equilibrium systems such as metastable states produced in beams; uv transitions

where large Doppler shifts are necessary to tune the transition of interest (e.g., hydrogen Lyman a) ,

into resonance with the longer wavelength lasers available; and studies of unstable systems produced
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by nuclear reactions with fast heavy ion beams.

Prototype Expertaeat

The first figure schematically indicates the typical elements of a laser spectroscopy experiment on

a fast beam. A particle beam of nuclear charge Z, ionic charge q, velocity v and intensity I

interacts with a laser beam of intensity «# frequency u> at beam intersection angle 8. In general one

is interested in the resonance frequency OJOI between two energy levels in the beam species, E| and

Eo. In a laser induced fluorescence experiment the resonance is detected by the presences of

radiation at frequency v, usually but not necessarily, of much shorter wavelength than the incident

laser. Alternatively the beam could be probed down stream from the laser interaction region by a

second laser or by externally applied fields which yield information about the populations of states

EoorEj.

The frequency of the laser in the frame of the particle beam is determined by the relativistic

Doppler shift formula:

( l - - c o s f l ) (1)

Experiments have been done by varying <•>, v a. id/or 6. For the highest precision it is best to vary

only u> or v. This is because the interaction rate is a complex function of 8 and thus varying 0 lead

to lineshapes which may be difficult to deconvolute. R can be expressed:

R-ffGl/t (2)

where a is the effective interaction cross-section, hence a function of «', G is a geometric factor

depending on the spatial overlap of laser and particle beams and t is the interaction time which

depends on both G and v.

The first reported laser spectroscopy experiment on a relativistic atomic beam combined most of

the elements of this prototype arrangement and will be briefly described.
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F8 + Lanb SUft Experiacat

In 197S Kugel ct al.' determined the n—2 Lamb shift of hydrogenic F8* at the Rutgers

University — Bell Labs tandem accelerator using the apparatus schematically indicated in figure 2.

Flourine ions at 50 or 64 MeV and charge 6+ or 7+ were stripped to 9 + (—20% of total beam) and

passed through the apparatus illustrated. A thin carbon foil was used to obtain a few percent F*+

2S|/2 metastables in the beam with minimal F7+ contamination. The laser resonance region was

between two specially designed minature gas flow proportional counters sensitive to the 826 eV

Lyman a radiation. Laser tuning via the Dopplcr effect was achieved by precision rotation of the

mirrors M2 and M3 (and the lens L and laser stop). The metastable beam was monitored by a

third proportional counter observing a DC electric field quench region.

The expected Lamb shift resonance for F*+ at 33S0 GHz is not accessible to any available

tunable oscillator, but the fine structure splitting (—2296 cm'1) is very close to a discrete frequency

available from the HBr gas laser. Though the frequency is usable for the Lamb shift experiment

other properties of this laser were not optimal for high precision spectroscopy with a DC particle

beam. The lasing system is formed in a pulsed discharge of flowing argon, hydrogen and highly

corrosive bromine gases. The peak average power obtained was only 7.5 mW with a duty cycle of

order 1CT6. In order to obtain even this modest power level the entire non-monochromatized output

of the laser was used (Fig. 3). The angle between the laser and particle beams was adjusted to

maximize one of two convenient laser lines, P2-1 (5) at 2382.52 cm"1 with beam energies of 64 MeV

and P]-2(5) at 2294.53 cm'1 with beam energies of 50 MeV. Under these conditions, resonance

curves were centered at interaction angles of 27* or 2* off perpendicular respectively. The

frequency spacings between the various HBr laser lines are such that for measurements carried out

at 64 MeV the nearest neighbor laser line on one side, the P2-i(6) at 236* J cm"1 was missing

because of atmospheric CO2 absorption, while the nearest neighbor on the other side, the P2-i(4) at

2400.47 cm' 1 was down in intensity by 80%, yielding a relatively straightforward resonance curve

(Fig. 4a). On the other hand the measurements at 50 MeV include sizeable contributions from

several intense neighboring laser lines leading to a complex asymmetric resonance curve (Fig. 4b).
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The measured relative intensities of all the HBr laser lines were included in a consistent manner in

the data analysis.

As the count rates in the proportional counters (several tens of kilohertz due to two photon and

other background effects) was much greater than the induced Lyman a rate on resonance (less than

1 per laser pulse) a time coincidence between laser pulses and detected x-rays was employed. With

a coincidence resolving time of — 1 /iS(FWHM) the signal to background ratio at the peak of a

resonance curve was better than 3 to 1.

Typical data are shown in Fig. 4. The curves are nonlinear least squares fits to the equation:

Ftfl TIC fi J-P^«-»«»*<*-tf^M2/] |

The sum over j is over all allowed hyperfine transitions of relative intensity IJ; the sume over i is over

all laser frequencies present; C, is a constant proportional to mctastable ion current and detector

efficiency; C2 is a numerical factor; SOJ is the intensity of the laser line i; V is the transition matrix

element, £ is the interaction length when the laser is normal to the particle beam; v'(0) is the

frequency of line i in the frame of the moving ion; and v\v the 2p transition rate. The Lamb shift

frequency is obtained by the best fit to the parameter vs- Several sets of data were obtained yielding

values for ys showing systematic variations which were much larger than the statistical errors

associated with finite X-ray counts and curve fitting routines. Obvious sources of possible systematic

error such as dead time effects, laser power and ion current variations and electronic noise were

studied and minimized. Major problems were due to the tremendous rf noise generated by the

pulsed laser discharge, the non-reproducibility of the laser from pulse to pulse and subtle geometric

effects associated with the lens assembly rotation and Doppler tuning effect. To the extent that the

laser beam is smaller than the particle beam, and that the particle beam is uniform, small variations

in focussed spot size are unimportant. Unfortunately, in order to obtain even the low count rates

observed, laser beam quality was sacrificed for maximum power so that variations in the focal

volume interaction could lead to a random systematic error. The best result obtained

S — 3339 ± 35 GHz agrees with QED calculations, and the quoted error reflects the observed non-
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statistical variation of the data.

C 1 I 6 + Expense*

The F8+ experiment utilized frequency, velocity and angle tuning to obtain a significant result

though with only slightly higher precisions than obtainable with non laser techniques. A more

recent measurement by the same group of the lamb shift in Cl16+ utilized primarily discrete

frequency tuning.2 Figure 5 shows the relevant hydrogenic ion level structure and lists the values of

important atomic (ionic) parameters. Note that for this system the "metastable" lifetime is only

4.91 x io" 9 sec with 2-1/2% of the 2S l / 2 - lS 1 / 2 decay via single photon Ml emission. In this case

the Lamb shift splitting falls within the discrete tuning range of the CO2 laser (Figure 6). The

experiment was performed by keeping 0 fixed and tuning the wavelength of the laser.

As indicated by equation 2 it is important to keep R fixed as a function of wavelength so as not

to distort the lineshape. If the laser beam diameter is less than the particle beam diameter,

however, small spatial variations cancel to first order. In order to enhance count rates and signal to

background ratios in this experiment it was also necessary to minimize the particle beam diameter.

Figure 7 illustrates the experimental results. The particle beam intensity as determined by particle

induced x-rays from a thin Mo wire drawn through the beam was flat topped and about 0.5 mm

across. The laser beam was focussed to about 0.2 mm at the same point. Details of this unique

laser and optics system have been published,3- and will not be reviewed further here.

The results of the measurement (Figure o) yielded a value for the Cl16+ Lamb shift of

31.19C.22) THz in agreement with the calculation of Mohr 31.35(.02) THz and 3 standard

deviations below the calculation of Erickson 31.93 (.13) THz. There exists a precision measurement

of the Z—1 Lamb shift which disagrees with Mohr's calculation.3 This result can only be reconciled

with the Cl'*+ measurement if small corrections are made to the lower order theory, i.e., terms of

order aZ4 . This is because of the proportionately higher sensitivity to such terms at low Z.
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Other Experumts

Very recently a group in Belgium reported6 a result for the P15+ Lamb shift using techniques

similar to those described above. The major difference involved the use of a continuously tunable

dye laser near 5556A, the AE — S transition in hydrogenic phosphorous. As the particle beam in

this case was pulsed (Louvain heavy ion cyclotron) it was necessary to synchronize the pulsed laser

to the beam bursts (see Figure 9). This technique, which must be used to achieve reasonable signal

to background ratios with pulsed beams, will be especially important to probe weak transitions

and/or rare species in the future.

The Lamb shift experiments all yield relatively broad resonances due to the very short lifetime of

the 2pu hydrogenic level. A much narrower resonance was studied using a CO2 laser and a F7+

beam at the Oxford tandem using line velocity tuning.7 In this case (see Figure 10) the particle

beam went through the laser cavity in order to maximize useful laser power. The interaction angle

was chosen to Doppler shift a specific CO2 laser transition into resonance with one of the J - 2 to

J— I n -2 triplet resonance transitions and the velocity was tuned to trace out the fine structure

splittings (Figure 1!) yielding the result A ]2 - 957.88(3) cm"1.

Finally, I would like to mention the possibilities at very high energies where large Doppler shifts

may allow probing of ultra violet transitions. Bryant et al.8 have studied laser resonances in H~ and

H * (from stripping H~) at LAMPF where the ultra relativistic velocities allow continuous tuning to

greater than 20 eV using multiples of the Nd:YAG laser fundamental. Results on H~ photo

detachment cross-sections and H* photo ionization have been obtained for example. The use of

shorter wavelength lasers would extend the tuning ranging even further.

I have attempted to briefly illustrate the possibilities and prospects for 'Laser Spectroscopy with

Fast Heavy Ion Beams". Though the examples chosen were mainly of atomic physics interest there

are also whole classes of experiments on hyperfine and isotopic structure of species produced by

nuclear interactions with the fast heavy ion beams.9 Such experiments are in progress at Argonne
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right now as well as at the Rutgers — Bell tandem accelerator lab and elsewhere. Because of the

unique attributes of the laser as a probe and in some cases as a perturbcr of the heavy ion beams, or

the products of heavy ion beam interactions, one can be confident that laser spectroscopy will be a

significant tool as the new generation of heavy ion accelerators come on line.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Schematic arrangement of a fast beam-laser interaction experiment.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of system used for F*+ resonance.

Fig. 3 Relative frequency and intensity distribution of MBr laser.

Fig. 4 Typical F** resonance curves a) at 64 MeV, b) at 50 MeV. The angle refers to the

Dcppler shift tuning.

Fig. S Partial energy level diagram of hydrogenic chlorine.

Fig. 6 Relative intensity and frequencies of CO2 laser.

Fig. 7 Horizontal cross-sections at intersection point of: particle beam intensity (dashed curve),

laser power intensity (solid curve) and overlap measured by laser induced counts (solid

triangles).

Fig. 8 Typical Lamb shift resonance data, accumulated in 8 hours, with one set of experimental

conditions, E(C1I6+) - 190 MeV, tf — 130". The solid curve is the best fit.

Fig. 9 P15"1" experimental results taken from reference 6.

Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of apparatus for F7+ resonance experiment (from ref. 7).

Fig.. 11 Resonance spectrum showing the 3/2-S/2 transition scanned with the P44 CO2 line.

The horizontal scale corresponds to an incident beam energy range of 16.78 to 17.03

MeV (from ref. 7).
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Atomic Needs for Ion Beams

K. W. Jones

Brookhaven National Laboratory
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Heavy Ion Beam Pumped He-Ar, He-Xe, and Ar-Xe Gas Lasers

A. Ulrlch, H. Bohn, P. Klenle, G.J. Perlow*

Physlk Department, Technlsche Universitat Miinchen, 8046 Garchlng, FRG

A 100 MeV * S-beam of 300 W maximum power at 12.5X duty factor was used to
pump the following lines of Inert gas lasers: Ar I (In27 \im, 1.79 urn) In
He-Ar, Xe I (1.73 um, 2.03 urn) in Ar-Xe and Xe I (2.03 um) in He-Xe. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a gas cell pumped by
the heavy ion beam and an electrically driven laser tube placed in a common
2.4 m long resonator with gold coated mirrors of 4 m radius of curvature. The
electrically pumped laser was initially used to measure light amplification of
the gas pumped by the heavy ion beam. For free running operation of the heavy
ion beam pumped laser, the electrically pumped laser was removed. The heavy
ion beam entered the laser tube, which contained the gas mixtures at pressures
between 150 mbar and 700 mbar, through a 1 mg/cm thick Ti-foil F and crossed
the axis of the laser resonator at a small angle of 0.5*in order to assure
good overlap.

The concentration of the atoms with the laser transition In the buffer gas was
about IX for optimum light output of all lines observed. An output power up
to 12 mW, an efficiency of 10 and a threshold pumping power of the beam as
low as 33 W was achieved for the He-Ar laser. The amplification for the
1.73 urn line in Ar-Xe exceeded 10Z/ui, whereas all other lines showed values
around 2.5%/m.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for pumping a gas laser with a heavy ion beam
entering through a foil F into a cell, containing the gas excited by
the beam 8 which is contained within an optical resonator formed by
the two laser mirrors L. The light reflected from the Brewster
window W of the beam cell is detected by the two detectors D. The
wavelength can be determined with a monochromator M. The shutter S
can interupt the resonator. The electrical cell E served for
amplification measurements.

^Permanent address: Argonne National Laboratory, P. 0. Box 296, Argonne, II.

60439
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A HIGH EFFICIENCY ELECTRON SPECTROMETER FOR ATOMIC COLLISION

PHYSICS RESEARCH

S.M. Shafroth

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of North

Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C.

and Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory, Durham, N.C.

Summary

A position sensitive parallel plate analyser (PSPPA) with variable band

width and energy resolution for angle resolved study of electrons produced in

Ion-atom collisions has recently been built and tested. This new spectrograph

consists of a 30° parallel plate analyser (PPA) equipped with a Chevron micro-

channel plate assembly with resistive anode encoding for one dimensional

position analysis of electrons incident on the second order focal plane. It

has an electron detection efficiency of over 100 times that of conventional

PPA's.

As an example of one use of this spectrometer, a beam foil experiment

done at TUNL is described.

Introduction

As the number of accelerators available for atomic collision physics

research diminishes, beam time becomes more valuable. Therefore devices which

permit more rapid data acquisition are worth developing. The electron spectro-

meter described below was constructed partly for this reason. It should prove

useful for many types of experiment such as: 1) Angle-resolved beam-foil

electron spectroscopy including convoy electrons at 0°, metastable Auger

electron emitters produced in either foils or gases and quantum beats; 2)

Angle-resolved in-beam gas-target Auger electron spectroscopy for pulsed and

D.C. beams; 3) experiments relating to atomic effects in nuclear reactions

such as (e,p) coincidence studies over nuclear resonances; 4) angle-resolved

photoelectron spectroscopy at synchrotrons.
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The Spectrometer

The spectrometer1, which is described in more detail in ref. 1, is based
o

on the Instrument first discussed by Green and Proca In 1970. Electrons

entering the analyser are dispersed linearly according to their kinetic energy

along the second order focal plane which lies external to the analysing fiild

region. Green and Proca took advantage of this property by recording electron

spectra with a photographic plate placed in this plane. Galanti, et. al.

improved upon this detection scheme by Introducing an image Intensifier system

in conjunction with the photographic plate.

We have further Improved upon their method for recording spectra wich the

use of a Chevron microchannel plate (MCP) assembly equipped with a resistive

anode encoder (RAE) which allows one-dimensional position analysis of elec-

trons incident upon the detector's Input face. Using standard NIM modules an

analog signal can be generated whose amplitude is proportional to the position

along the focal plane at which the electron Impinge upon the detector. This

signal can then be digitized by a pulse height analyser to produce a position

spectrum where electron energy is a linear function of spectrum channel

number.

Fig. 1. shows a side view of the PSPPA.

Position Sensitive 3GT Parallel Plate Analyzer

Fig. 1. Scale drawing of the 30° PSPPA.
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Performance

The PSPPA is mounted on a rotatable table in a p-metal shielded 24"

diameter vacuum chamber at TUNL, as shown in Fig. 2.

24" DiUttt«T
Vacuua ChMfcf

Current Leads

Fig. 2. Target chamber, showing the PSPPA, the movable fcil and the "hot wire".
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The analyser was tested with a biased "hot wire" filament electron

source. This is mounted in the chamber at 135° to the beamline axis and is

used to set up and calibrate the detector and electronics. A typical hot wire

test spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.

I 200 eV
Hot Hire
Sptctrun

Fig. 3. 200 eV "hot wire" electron spectrum taken with timing method.

The energy resolution, bandwidth, (A /E i.e. the fraction of the

electron energy spectrum obtained at one spectrometer plate voltage), and

detector linearity can be checked using this electron source. The bandwidth

was measured to be 20% and the base-width energy resolution was R = 1.9%

with an entrance slit width Ax. » .050", as expected. The analyzer was

tested for use In an accelerator environment by observing electrons produced

by 3 MeV protons incident on thin gas-jet targets of Argon and Neon.

Figures 4 and 5 are pectra of Ar LMM Auger electrons taken at a lab

angle of 155°. The base-width energy resolution for Fig. 4 was R = 1.6%.

The laboratory scattering angle was collimated to maximum acceptance of

± 0.5°. The accumulation time for the spectrum shown in Fig. 4 was 10 minutes

with 0.7 yA of protons incident on 2 x 10"1* Torr of Argon gas in the

interaction region.
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Fig. 4. Ar L__MM Auger Electrons.

No deceleration.

Fig. 5. Ar L23H23M23 SrouP-

150 eV deceleration.

The analyzer resolution and bandwidth can be altered using acceleration/-

deceleration grids as shown in fig. 1. Results of deceleration are shown in

fig. 5 which reveals the structure of the main L23M23M23 Peak» s n o w n i n

fig. 4. A ground plate potential of 150 V decelerates the 200 eV electrons to

50 eV, increasing the resolution by a factor of 4. The accumulation ti<ne also

increased by approximately a factor of 4, indicating that the detection

efficiency and transmission had not decreased significantly. The individual

transitions labeled in Fig. 5 can be further resolved, by using higher

deceleration potentials.

Each spectrum is corrected for background counts due to radiation from

the beam which uniformly excites the detector. The circular shape of the MCP

produces a parabolic-shaped background peaked in the center. A second degree

polynominal background is fit to the raw data and subtracted to produce the

above spectra.

In conclusion the PSPPA performs well but with higher background

intensity than in conventional PPA's. This can be expected due to the large

exposed detector area. The analyser could be improved by increasing the band-

width further. This requires a longer microchannel plate. Replacing the
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circular MCP with a rectangular channel plate would make mors efficient use of

space and produce flat background spectra making interpretation of data

simpler. Accurate determination of detector efficiency as a function of

position and incident electron energy is necessary. These tests are currently

underway.

A Study of the 4P 5/ 2 State in 0
5+, and F6* using the PSPPA

The PSPPA has been used to measure the lifetimes and yields vs.

projectile velocity of the P5/2 metastable states in 0^ and F^ ions excited

by 2-100 ng/cm2 C foils.

6.7 MeV • * • C
\ 't

A C 1

Fig. 6. ?„,„ (KL, L )0 Auger electron spectrum taken 32 ns behind the C foil.
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Figure 6 shows a projectile electron spectrum taken 32 ns behind a C exciter
2+foil when 6.7 MeV 0 ions were incident. Only one peak is present and it is

U 5+

due to decay of the metastable P5/2 state in 0 . Lifetime measurements

obtained by moving the foil parallel to the direction of the beam yield values

in agreement with calculations of Bahalla and Tunnell for both 0 and F

The metastable yield was extracted by correcting normalized ^5/2 peak areas

for kinematic effects and the exponential decay of the state. These yields

were found to exhibit maxima in the vicinity of the L-shell velocity for each

ion. This is the velocity at which the most probable charge state for ions

emerging from C foils, is Li-like.

Work supported by U.S.D.O.E. Chem. Sci. Div.

Technical assistance and support are acknowledged.

*J. K. Sv/enson and D. Brandt, IEEE Transactions on Nucl. Sci. NS

30, No. 2 (1983).
2T. S. Green and G. A. Proca, Rev. Sci. Instrum. h\_, 1409 (1970).
3M. Galanti, R. Gott, and J. F. Renaud Rev. Sci. Instrum. kl_, 1818 (1971),
4 Co P. Bhalla and T. W. Tunnell, Z.Phys. A 303, 199 (1981)



SEMIEMPIRICAL STUDIES OF THE SPECTRA HEAVY AND HIGHLY IONIZED ATOMS

L. J . Curtis and P. S. Ramanujam

Department of Physics and Astronomy
The University of Toledo

Toledo, OH 43606

Fast ion beam methods provide a convenient means for the study of

very heavy and very highly ionized atoms, for which l i t t l e spectroscopic

data presently exist . High wavelength resolution of a fast moving source

can be achieved through optical refocusing techniques, but there is a need

for very accurate wavelength predictions and precisely known cal ibrat ion

l ines. The accuracies required for spectroscopic c lassi f icat ion often

exceed the present capabi l i t ies of ab i n i t i o theoretical calculations

for high re l a t i v i s t i c many electron systems, and semi empirical data

parameterizations can often provide more accurate predictions. We are

carrying out a program of studies of the properties of these systems that

combines experimental measurements by fast ion beam excitat ion with semi-

empirical data parametrizations to ident i fy and exploi t regular i t ies in

their properties. Through the acquisit ion and systematization of

empirical data, remarkably precise methods for predicting excitat ion

energies, transit ion wavelengths, t ransi t ion probabi l i t ies , level l i f e -

times, ionization potentials, core po lanzab i l i t i es , and core penetr-

ab i l i t i es are being developed and applied. Parametrized extrapolations

and interpolations along isoelectronic, homologous, and Rydberg sequences

are providing predictions for large classes of quant i t ies, with a precision

that is sharpened by subsequent measurements. Two examples w i l l be

described below.

1. Core Polarization and Core Penetration Parameterizations

The parametrization of high n and 1 states in multielectron atoms

through the i r modeling as a single electron in the e lect r ic f i e l d of

a deformable core of charge has a long and successful h i s t o r y [ l ] . I t is

part icu lar ly useful when applied to singly excited states of two-valence-

electron systems, where the s tat ic po lar izab i l i t ies and nonadiabatic

correlations of the core are due primari ly to the single out-of-shel l core

electron and can often be re l iab ly calculated theore t ica l ly l2 ,3 ] . These

high Rydberg states in alkaline earthl ike ions are an important source of

cal ibrat ion lines in fast ion beam spectroscopic exc i ta t ion, since the

high core po lar izab i l i t ies lead to well-separated and easily-recognized
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groups of lines.

A number of improvements in the polarization approach have been made

as part of this project [4,5]. A simple but successful method was found

to include short range interactions through an empirical parametrfzation

of penetration effects. This not only permits more precise extrapolation

and interpolation of atomic energy level data, but also provides a more

reliable means of extracting atomic polarizabilities and ionization

potentials. Using this method, parametrizations which reproduce measured

energy level data to within two parts/bill ion were obtained in Cs I [6 ] ,

which permitted extrapolative predictions of the same precision. The

parametrization not only very accurately described the measured data,

but also posed some interesting questions about the basic interactions

involved.

Radiofrequency resonance techniques have provided a major breakthrough

in the testing and application of these methods, since they make possible

the direct measurement of electrostatic intervals with the same n but

different 1, revealing the polarization, penetration, and relat iv ist ic

energies directly and in exclusion of the much larger gross energy. This

has permitted the model to be stringently tested on He I [7 ] , for which the

polarizabilities and nonadiabatic correlations of the hydrogenlike core

are exactly calculable to arbitrary order. Precise microwave-optical

resonance measurements[8,9] are available for intrashell intervals with

uncertainties of less than 1 MHz. The specification of these intervals

using this model parametrization provides a guide to the inclusion of

subtle contributions (such as higher order contributions to the polar-

izabil i t ies and to the nonadiabatic correlations, core penetration effects,

retardation, configuration interaction, or exchange effects) in two-valence

electron systems with many-electron cores.

The results are given in Table 1, and indicate that this semi-

classical polarization-penetration model is sufficient to describe presently

available energy level data in He I to within 1 MHz. The analysis also

indicated that contributions to the core polarization of higher order than

dipole and quadrupole are not only unnecessary, but worsen agreement with

observations, which lends credence to the practice[l] of parametrizing

polarization effects in many-electron atoms by including only effective

dipole and quadrupole polarizability contributions. The analysis also

indicated that the nonadiabatic corrections (which combine with the
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quadrupole polarizability to give a negative coefficient of r ) should
definitely be included, although apparent positive coefficients of r"6 can
occur in such an analysis as the result of penetration effects i f 1
is not sufficiently high. This may have implications for the Be and Mg
isoelectronic sequences, where nonpenetrative core-polarization analyses
yield positive coefficients for r~ despite theoretical indications that
the negative dynamical correlations should prevail[3,5]. I t had also
been proposedpO] that the long range interaction described by the polar-
ization model should properly be modified to include retardation effects
due to the finiteness of the speed of l ight. The high precision of the
data and the parametrization permitted a test of this suggestion. We
found that the inclusion of these retardation corrections also worsened
the penetration f i t s and the agreement for the unpenetrated levels,
indicating that i f such effects do exist, their influence is not fe l t for
principal quantum numbers in this range.

Using this knowledge gained from the He I example, the method has now
been very successfully applied to the much more complicated case of Ba I .
Recently, Gallagher, Kachru, and Tran[l l ] have measured a number of 6snh-
6sni-6snk intervals in Ba I , to which we have applied these methods. To
reduce the number of f i t t i ng parameters, we have also made theoretical
calculations for the adiabatic dipole and quadrupole polarizabilit ies
and the nonadiabatic correlation correction for the Ba+ core using both
the Coulomb approximation and the Hartree-Slater method. The results of
our f i t to the 6snh-6sni and the 6sni-6snk intervals are compared with
the experimental values in Table 2. Fits were also attempted incorporating
the retardation corrections[ll] due to the finiteness of the speed of
l ight, but again here these corrections were found to be negligible. The
f i t is reliable to within a few MHz, enabling us to make predictions for
other n values.

This model parametrization provides a concise way of summarizing
experimental measurements, and a means of making very precise extra-
polative predictions along Rydberg series. Clearly the virtue of this
model lies not in any physical significance attributable to i ts parametri-
zations, but rather in the very high precision with which i t is able to
describe and extrapolate measured data.
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2. Screening Parametrizations of Fine Structure Intervals

Although presently available ab im'tio methods are sufficiently
accurate for many applications, specification of fine structure intervals
offers special problems. For example, theoretical methods that provide
reliable predictions for gross energies and oscillator strengths, which
derive large contributions from the outer parts of the wave functions, are
often much less accurate in predicting fine structure separations. Compromises
between accuracy in the external and internal portions of the wave functions
are possible, but the predictions become less than unique. In contrast,
screening parametrizations of fine structure separations have been found to
yield very accurate and reliable results in a large number of cases [1,13].
This method provides a simple, reliable, and generally applicable means of
predicting fine structure separations whenever a substantial body of experi-
mental data is already available. Because of its total reliance on experimental
data, it includes all types of processes automatically, and its absolute
reliability can be tested as measurements for higher Z become available.

As an example, magnetic dipole transitions between fine structure
components of the ground state doublet-P multiplets in highly ionized
members of the boron and the fluorine isoelectronic sequences have important
applications in astrophysics and in high temperature plasma diagnostics [14].
In these particular cases, a substantial data base of the lower stages of
ionization exists, and very powerful empirical methods are applicable. We
have utilized and extended techniques developed by Edlen [15,16] to obtain
reliable extrapolations [17] of these fine structure separations to high
stages of ionization, using recent experimental data.

Results of this analysis applied to the B and F sequences exhibited
a high degree of linearity between the screening parameter and the
reciprocal screened charge (a plot for the Cu sequence in terms of these
quantities is shown in Fig. 1). Although the theoretical basis for this
empirically demonstrated relationship is uncertian, it provides great
predictive power if it is assumed to persist to very high Z. As
additional measurements become available, it should be possible either
to verify the linearity, or to incorporate a small curvature into the
parametrization, and thus obtain accuracies better than 1 part in
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There is only one sequence for which data to very high stages are
presently available, and that is the Cu sequence. We have earlier
predicted[18,13] the fine structure splittings for all singly excited ^P
and 2D terms with n>9 in the Cu sequence from A V through U LXIV.
Subsequent to those predictions, measurements have been made [19] for
much higher Z, and a most intriguing pattern is emerging. When raw fine
structure splittings are compared, agreement between predicted and
measured values is generally good to within experimental uncertainties.
However, when the comparison is transformed to screening parameter space,
it is apparent that something new is happening to the P terms above
around Z=60. Agreement between prediction and measurement for the D
states persists to the highest measured point at W XXXXVI, but the 2P terms
begin to exhibit a slight underscreening (relative to the parametrization)
starting at about Sm XXXIV. The effect is shown in Fig. 2, and indicates
a very sharp discontinuity at 1=60. The effect is large in screening
parameter space, but small in fine structure space, and although it does not
seriously reduce the usefulness of these predictions for the classifica-
tion of spectra, it does indicate something about the fundamental nature
of the interactions. The D states are much less penetrating than the P
states here, indicating it is probably the inner part of the P wave function
that the change is affecting. It is very interesting that this same
behavior (agreement with semiempirical for D, underscreening for P with
Z>60) is exhibited to a somewhat lesser degree by Dirac-Fock calculations[20]
but not by our own nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock calculations. It appears
that relativistic effects are suppressing slightly the screening by the
core electrons, and it may be possible to gain some semiclassical insights
into these interactions in this unfamiliarly relativistic high Z region.
Ab initio treatments must often make tradeoffs in this regime, balancing
the complications of a full relativistic treatment against the need to
include correlation effects. Attempts are underway to find models (both
classical and quantum mechanical) to explain this underscreening, both to
improve the predictive power and to gain insights into the relativistic
regime.
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Table 1. Polarization-penetration parametrization of He I.

Transition Energy Interval(MHz)
ObservedCa] Fitted Fitted-Observed

7D - 7F
3D - 3F
9D - 9F

1QD -i'tF
11D -11F

7F - 7G
8F - 8G
9F - 9G

10F -IOG
11F -11G

7G - 7H
8G - 8H

7H - 31 402.8 423.4 +20.6

Call D-F and F-G are from Kef. 8, G-H and H-I are from Ref.9.

38
25
18
13
10

5
3
2
2
1

1

309.90
848.57
242.32
344.86
051.68

738.35
899.34
766.12
031.00
533.86

359.16
931.34

38
25
18
13
10

5
3
2
2
1

1

311.01
848.06
242.40
345.68
053.14

738.31
899.40
766.12
030.95
533.83

357.48
931.56

+ 1.11
-0. 51
+ 0. 08
+ 0.82
+ 1.46

-0.04
+ 0.06
-0.00
-0.05
-0.03

-1.68
+ 0. 22

Table 2. Polarization-penetration parametrization of Ba I.

Interval
Energy Interval(MHz)

Obs. ( oncert. )Za.l

15
12
10
9
7
6
6
5
4
4

6
5
4
4
3
3
2
2

Fit

284
841
880
292
994
925
038
294
667
135

770
727
869
166
588
109
711
377

Fit-Obs

+4
-8
+6
0
0
-1

0
-2
+1
0

6sl6h -
17h -
18h -
l?h -
20h -
21h -
22h -
23h -
24h -
25h -

6sl6i -
17i -
18i -
19i -
20i -
21i -
22i -
23i -

Ca3 Data

6sl6i
171
131
191
2Oi
21i
22i
23i
24i
25i

6sl6k
17k
18k
19k
20k
21k
22k
23k

from Ref.ll

10
9
7
6
6
5

4
4
3
3

V _ • W

876
300
988
925
039
295

869
168
587
109

(3)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
<2>

(4)
(4)
(3)
(4)
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10

UZ-S)

Figure 1. Screening parameter versus reciprocal screened charge
for the Cu isoelectronic sequence
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I I < I I

I I I

i i i i l l i i i y \

13.0 -

12.0 -

Figure 2. Screening parameter versus reciprocal screened
charge for the 4p 2P interval in the Cu isoelectronic
sequence. The inset is a blowup of the region
near Z=60.
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